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or stop a moving vehicle, brake cylinder components should move freely, rapidly and smoothly,
regardless of the ambient temperature. Thread compounds seal pipe connections and take up
the slack in joints to prevent leakage. Commercial thread compounds, such as those intended
for underground pipelines, should have a consistency that allows for easy application at both

room temperature and in colder environments. Consistency is measured by a penetration test.
Thread compounds tend to become firmer decreased penetration values with decreasing
temperature. This test determines the penetration values of thread compounds at both a room
temperature and a below-freezing temperature to assure that the material will remain pliable
when cold. Two samples are worked 60 strokes. The penetration values at both temperatures
are reported. Thread compounds seal pipe joints in drill stems and underground pipelines. This
test determines the volume fraction of oil that separates from the thickener in thread
compounds during storage. The density of the thread compound is determined. A nickel filter
cone is filled with the sample, placed in a beaker and the assembly is heated to the test
temperature for the test time. The mass of oil that separates from the grease is determined. The
percent volume loss of oil from the thread compound is reported. Thread compounds seal joints
where pipes meet, such as in pipelines, casings, tubing and drill stems. Because many of these
applications are on or under the ground for many years, the thread compound needs to give
proper coverage on application and adhere to the threads for the lifetime of the piping.
Additionally, outdoor assembly of these pipe structures occurs in all kinds of weather, including
environments both on land and at sea. This test determines the application and adherence
properties of thread compounds when applied at low temperatures often seen in northern
latitudes and at high temperatures seen in tropical areas. The thread compound is brushed on
to the pipe and the brush-ability is observed. Reported are observations of layer uniformity,
adhesion, and the formation of agglomerations or voids. Reported is the mass loss of thread
compound at the elevated temperature and observations of uniformity, adhesion, and the
formation of voids or agglomerations. Thread compounds often contain thickeners including
graphite and metals lead, zinc, copper. If these components are reactive with one another or
with other grease components, the grease may not be stable enough for long term underground
use. This test measures gases produced when the thread compounds are heated for a specified
time. The amount of gas produced is an indication of the long term stability of the thread
compound. The amount of gas produced is periodically measured. The volume of evolved gas is
reported in cubic centimeters. Oil, gas and other liquids are transported long distances above
ground, underground, and under or across waterways using pipelines with segments connected
by threaded joints. The thread compounds that seal these joints need to prevent water from
seeping into the pipeline and prevent oil or gas from seeping out. This test determines the mass
of components that will leach out of a thread compound in the presence of slow moving water.
The sample grease is placed in a perforated metal cone. Water is then dripped over the cone at
the rate and temperature specified in the method. At the conclusion of the test time, the grease
is dried and the mass loss is determined and reported as a percent water leaching. Metals used
in or around the ocean, such as on cargo or Navy ships, are exposed to the spray or fog of salt
water. Both water and salt sodium chloride catalyze the formation of rust, so rust in nautical
atmospheres is a serious problem. This test is intended to predict how well an oil will protect
metals from rust. Steel panels are sand blasted, dipped in test oil, allowed to drain and placed in
a salt fog chamber for the specified test time. Panels are evaluated daily for the development of
rust. The number and size of rust spots is reported. If the rusted area is large, the percent of the
panel rusted is reported. This test can be run for a specified period of time or until failure. An
important safety consideration in using or shipping an oil is its flash point - the lowest
temperature at which its vapors, when exposed to an ignition source, will ignite and quickly
self-extinguish. A cooled sample is placed in the test cup, and the test cup is placed in the Tag
Closed Cup Tester. The temperature is slowly raised, and sample is exposed to a flame at
regular intervals until the flash point is observed. The temperature and barometric pressure are
reported. If you have an anticipated flash point for your material, please let us know the
approximate temperature. Bituminous materials are used in road construction, roofing, water
proofing and many other applications. If bitumen is to be separated by a hot water separation
process, the density at the separation temperature is required. This test method determines the
specific gravity relative density and density of semi-solid bituminous materials. It is then cooled
and weighed. The remaining volume is filled with distilled water, the pycnometer is heated to the
test temperature, and the final mass is recorded. Related tests: Petro-Lubricant Testing
Laboratories offers five pycnometer tests for density determination. For viscous oils consider:.
Petroleum products and liquid fuels are typically mixtures with varying boiling points. This test
uses distillation to determine the boiling range profile of mixtures. It has several uses including
1 the determination of the presence of low boiling components which may increase the
tendency to form vapor locks or become explosive. The sample is placed in a high-temperature
distillation apparatus and heated. The vapor temperature is recorded as a function of distillate
produced. Reported is the temperature vs. Petroleum waxes are usually solids at room
temperature, insoluble in water, thermoplastic and relatively inexpensive. This makes them

attractive for use in a wide array of applications including glide coatings for snowboards and
other sliding equipment, release agents for molds, anti-corrosion additives for lubricants,
anti-settling agents for fuel oils and paints, water-resistance additives for chain lubricants, and
numerous other applications. Choosing the proper grade and type of petroleum wax for a given
application requires many considerations one of which is the melting point. This test
determines the melting point of petroleum waxes. The wax is heated until molten. The
temperature is then recorded as the wax slowly cools and solidifies. Reported is the
temperature vs time graph and the melting point of the wax. A Saybolt Viscometer is a wide
metallic cylindrical container with a standard orifice in the bottom. The sample is placed in the
viscometer and brought to the test temperature. The orifice is opened and the time it takes for
the sample to exit is determined and reported as Saybolt Universal Seconds. Precipitation
number measures the amount of naphtha-insoluble particles asphaltenes in oils - a high
precipitation number indicates a large amount of insoluble material, and a small number
indicates a small amount. Precipitation numbers are normally very low in highly refined oils and
higher in less refined oils. This test determines precipitation number in lubricating oils, steam
cylinder stocks and black oils. The sample is mixed with solvent and the mixture is centrifuged
until a constant level of sediment is obtained. The precipitation number is reported in milliliters
sediment. The flash point is the lowest temperature at which a substance will generate vapors
that when exposed to a flame will momentarily ignite and quickly self-extinguish. The fire point
is the lowest temperature at which a substance will generate vapors sufficiently dense enough
to ignite and sustain burning for at least 5 seconds. In lubricants these values are important for
shipping regulations and as an indicator of the safe operating ranges. This test determines the
flash point and fire point of petroleum products. The sample is placed in the test cup, slowly
heated and periodically exposed to a flame. The flash point is recorded and the sample is
further heated and periodically exposed to the flame until the fire point is observed. Please let
us know the anticipated flash or fire point, when available. ASTM D56 for low viscosity
substances below 5. The flash point of a substance is used to establish adherence to shipping
regulations and estimate flammability. The sample is placed in the test container and heated
and stirred. A flame is brought near the surface of the sample at regular intervals until the flash
point is observed. Please let us know the anticipated flash point, when available. Saponification
is the hydrolysis of fats or oils to form fatty acids and glycerol. The "saponification number"
gives an indication of the amount of hydrolyzeable fat in a sample. Mineral oils normally have
very low saponification numbers, animal or plant based oils normally have very high
saponification numbers. This test determines the saponification number of lubricants,
transmission fluids and additives. The sample is combined with a standardized potassium
hydroxide solution, refluxed, and titrated with hydrochloric acid. The endpoint is determined by
either colorimetrically method A or potentiometrically method B. The saponification number is
reported in mg KOH per gram of sample. The sample is combined with a water-immiscible
solvent and refluxed to allow the co-distillation of water and solvent. The water-solvent mixture
is captured in a calibrated trap, the volume of water is measured and reported as a volume
percent. Oils used in transformers, mining operations and pipelines need to flow during routine
use. In cold environments oils will cease to flow before they are technically frozen. The pour
point is the lowest temperature at which an oil flows, below this temperature it will no longer act
as a fluid. As the sample is slowly cooled in a specified pour point tube, the tube is gently
tipped and observed at regular intervals. When the oil no longer flows, the pour point is
recorded and reported in degrees Celsius. Different petroleum waxes soften at different
temperatures. When formulating wax-containing lubricants such as mold-release agents, rope
lubricants and lubricants for skis or skateboards, petroleum wax components may be selected
based on softening points. This test measures the temperature at which a sample softens
enough to drop from a thermometer bulb the drop melting point of petrolatums and waxes. The
sample is melted. A chilled thermometer is dipped into the sample to coat the bulb and then
placed in cold water to solidify the sample. The thermometer is jacketed and placed in a water
bath. The water bath is slowly heated until a drop of sample falls from the thermometer. Ash
producing substances in lubricating greases may originate from either additives typically
molybdenum or zinc compounds or contaminants from packaging, environment or other
sources. This method determines the percent of ash producing substances in lubricating
grease. The sample is placed in a clean, dried, crucible, heated, ignited to remove all organic
components, cooled and weighed. The percent ash is reported. If sulfated ash is of interest as in
greases containing metallic additives the sample is ignited in a crucible as above, treated with
sulfuric acid, heated to allow the sulfating reaction to occur, dried and weighed. The percent
sulfated ash is reported. Grease is a lubricating oil with a thickener. This test determines the
percent soap in a grease. The grease undergoes a series of physical and chemical separation

steps which vary depending on the type of grease. The percent soap is calculated and reported.
This test will analyze conventional greases consisting of petroleum oils and soaps for
unsaponifiable matter, water, free alkalinity, free fatty acid, fat, glycerin, and insolubles.
Follow-up analysis of the separated components by other methods such as ICP metals or
Infrared spectrograph may be requested. A variety of hydrocarbon products including oils,
hydraulic fluids, fuel, solvents, etc. It is limited to products with Ried Vapor pressure no greater
than 18 psi kPa. A polished copper strip is immersed in the fluid and heated for a specified time
and temperature after which the corrosion is rated by visual comparison to the ASTM Copper
Strip Corrosion Standards. However, time and temperature can vary according to product type
and specification. Results are reported as a number followed by a letter according to the
following scheme:. The ability of a lubricant to resist electrical flow and current potential can be
determined with this test. The dielectric strength is the ratio of the thickness of the insulating
material in mils versus the potential of the breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltage is the
electrical potential required to overcome the material's insulating ability. These electrical
properties can determine if a material is appropriate for use in a particular electrical application.
The ability of a lubricant to act as an electrical insulator can be measured using this test
procedure. Since no insulator is perfect, the amount of electrical leakage Dissipation Factor will
determine the degree of efficiency of insulating ability. The Dielectric Constant is a measure of
the insulator's ability to resist electrical flow under increasing frequency. Together these
properties help predict how the material will perform under various conditions of electrical
exposure. This method is intended to measure the coke-forming propensity of oils under
extreme temperatures causing cracking and pyrolysis. The sample is placed in a crucible and
heated to evaporate and reduce the material to a coke-residue or 'carbon residue'. Ash-forming
additives can give an erroneous indication of coke-forming tendencies by adding to the weight
of residue formed. Carbon residue is a useful guide in the manufacture of base oils and finished
lubricants. The consistency or firmness of a grease can help determine its suitability for a given
application. If the consistency is too low, the grease may leak out of areas it is supposed to
lubricate. If it is too high, it may not flow into areas that need lubrication. Stroking usually
changes the consistency of grease, and grease stroked for prolonged periods of time may show
further consistency changes. This test is intended to determine the consistency of a grease by
measuring the depth to which a standard cone will sink when allowed to fall according to the
method. The depth is measured in tenths of a millimeter and reported as a unitless number.
Worked stabilities use a standard grease worker to apply a shear stress to the sample prior to
measuring the penetration. This method requires 1. For a more severe prolonged worked
stability , stroke penetration test, consider FTM Please specify the desired temperature. API
gravity can be converted to pounds per gallon, relative density, and many other useful units of
measure with the conversion tables available for this purpose. API gravities decrease with
increasing densities - light crude oil has an API gravity greater than The sample is poured into a
jacketed glass cylinder and brought to the test temperature. A hydrometer is placed in the
sample, gently spun to dislodge any adhering air bubbles, given time to equilibrate and the
scale is read. Vapor pressure gives an indication of the evaporation rate of a substance.
Substances with high vapor pressures typically evaporate more rapidly than substances with
lower ones. This test determines the vapor pressure of crude oils, fuel oils and other volatile
petroleum products. It may be used as a quality control tool, to assist in determining initial
refinery treatment and to demonstrate adherence to local ordinances. The sample is cooled,
placed in the test chamber and brought to the test temperature. Pressure is recorded at regular
intervals until a constant pressure is obtained. This pressure is reported in psi and kPa.
Petroleum products may produce ash when burned. Ash may come from dirt, rust, bituminous
compounds and other sources. Ash producing substances may clog filters and increase wear in
many applications. This method determines the percent of ash producing compounds in
petroleum products with no metallic additives including fuels, oils, waxes and other petroleum
products. The sample is placed in a clean, dry, crucible, heated, burned until no flammable
material remains and ignited in a muffle furnace. The percent ash is calculated and reported.
Some tests, such as atomic absorption AA require only the non-organic ash producing
components of an oil or grease. This test removes all carbonaceous organic material by heating
the sample, igniting and burning the vapors, and placing the remaining residue in a muffle
furnace. The ash can then be further processed as needed for testing. This test measures the
coke-forming propensity of oils under extreme temperatures causing cracking and pyrolysis.
Ash forming additives can give erroneous indication of coke-forming tendencies by adding to
the weight of residue formed. Carbon residue is a useful guide in the manufacture of oils and
finished lubricants. A sample of grease is heated in the drop point cup until the sample melts or
separates and runs out a small hole in the bottom of the cup. This test may indicate the

temperature at which a change in state may be anticipated under similar operating conditions.
The viscosity of an oil typically decreases as temperature increases. Viscosity index measures
the change in viscosity with temperature - a high viscosity index indicates a small viscosity
change with temperature. This method determines the viscosity index of lubricating oils. The
Aniline Point is the lowest temperature at which equal parts of aniline and oil are completely
miscible. It is an indicator of the quantity of aromatic hydrocarbons in the oil and is useful in
predicting an oil's compatibility with natural or synthetic rubber. Aromatic compounds in an oil
may cause some components of rubber to leach out, thereby weakening the rubber. Only oils
with low aniline numbers are usually considered for natural rubber applications. In this test,
equal amounts of aniline and sample are blended and heated to obtain a clear solution. The
mixture slowly cools. The temperature at which cloudiness first appears is reported as the
aniline point. Acids are frequently formed as a result of lubricant oxidation. These acids may
change the viscosity of the lubricant, increase corrosion and wear of system components, and
cause the formation of sludge, varnish and piston deposits, potentially shortening the life of the
lubricant. The acid number indicates the quantity of acid in a sample â€” a low acid number
indicates a small amount of acid, a high acid number indicates a large amount of acid. This test
determines the acid number of petroleum products, lubricants, biodiesel fuels and biodiesel
blends. The sample is weighed into the titration vessel, dissolved in solvent and
potentiometrically titrated with potassium hydroxide. In the classic method, the data is graphed,
the inflection points determined and a blank corrected applied. For the simpler pH11 method,
the titration is taken to an endpoint at pH11 when no inflections are observed. The acid number
is reported in milligrams KOH per gram of sample. Wax based lubricants can be shaped into
sticks making them desirable for lubricating small parts such as bolts, brushes and chains.
These lubricants are also attractive for use on porous materials that absorb oil, such as wood.
To make the wax easier to spread, and to instill friction-reducing and corrosion-reducing
properties, oil may be added to the wax. This test determines the amount of oil present in a
wax-based lubricant. The wax sample is melted and a solvent is added to dissolve the oil. The
solvent-oil solution is separated from the wax using a filter stick, as per the method. The solvent
is evaporated and the remaining oil weighed. The weight percent of oil in the wax is reported.
Many lubricating oils contain metallic additives including zinc anti-wear compounds and
magnesium detergents. The proper level of these additives is important for the lubricant to work
properly. This method determines the concentration of metals non-lead in fully formulated
lubricating oils and additive concentrates. It may be used as a quality control tool in new oils or
as an indicator of additive depletion in used oils. The sample is placed in a clean, dry crucible,
heated and ignited to remove carbonaceous compounds. Sulfuric acid is added and the residue
is heated to allow the sulfating reaction to occur. The crucible is ignited in a muffle furnace,
cooled and weighed. Specific gravity, apparent, is the mass of a substance relative to the mass
of water at a given temperature. This is closely related to specific gravity relative density which
is the ratio of density of the substance to the density of water at a given temperature. The
specific gravity may help identify a substance, and in some cases may indicate the purity of a
liquid. This method determines the specific gravity, apparent, by either hydrometer method A or
pycnometer method B. For method A, the sample is placed into the test cylinder and brought to
the test temperature. The hydrometer is inserted; the system equilibrated at the test
temperature and the hydrometer is read. The specific gravity, apparent, is reported as a unitless
number. For method B, the pycnometer is cleaned, weighed, filled with water, brought to the
test temperature and again weighed. The process is repeated with sample. Consider a
hydrometer test for oils when three decimal place accuracy is sufficient, and there is plenty of
sample available:. This method measures the tendency of an oil to foam by aerating a fixed
volume of oil at a fixed flow rate of air through a gas diffuser submerged in oil. The volume of
foam after 5 minutes aeration and the volume of foam after 10 minutes settling are recorded.
This is done to address concerns associated with agitation, dispersion of anti-foaming agents,
and possible presence of volatiles which can effect results. Sequence IV is a special procedure
for Mercon Transmission Fluid with increased flow rate and temperature. During service a
lubricating oil may become contaminated with oxidation products and wear debris. Lubricating
oils are typically soluble in pentane. Oxidation products are typically insoluble in pentane, but
soluble in toluene. Wear debris, soot, sand and asphaltenes are typically insoluble in both
pentane and toluene. This test determines the amount of pentane insolubles and toluene
insolubles in lubricating oils. It indicates the amount of pentane-insolubles including oxidation
products which may accelerate acid formation and change oil viscosity and the amount of
pentane-and-toluene-insolubles including wear debris and soot which may erode metal
components and settle out on essential machine part. Procedure A determines the amount of
materials that can be readily removed by centrifuging. Procedure B determines both the amount

of material that can readily be removed by centrifuging, as well as material that is held in
suspension by detergents or other materials. Procedure A repeatedly extracts the sample with
pentane to remove the oil to give pentane-insolubles and then repeats the procedure and adds a
toluene extraction to give pentane-and-toluene-insolubles. Procedure B uses a special
coagulating pentane solution and a toluene-alcohol solution in place of pentane and toluene.
Procedure A reports percent pentane-insolubles and the percent
pentane-and-toluene-insolubles. Procedure B reports percent coagulated pentane-insolubles
and percent coagulated pentane-and- toluene insolubles. When formulators of lubricants,
cosmetics and many other products need a low toxicity base ingredient that melts around body
temperature, they often choose petrolatum. The consistency of the chosen petrolatum will help
determine the firmness of the final formulation. This test measures petrolatum consistency. The
penetration value is determined by allowing a standard cone to fall into the sample as per the
method. The depth to which the cone sinks is reported in tenths of a millimeter. Petroleum
waxes are typically high molecular weight compounds that are water-insoluble and solid or
semi-solid at room temperature. They include microcrystalline waxes used in anti-friction
coatings , paraffin waxes used in chain lubricants and mold release agents and petrolatums
used in anti-seize compounds and tape coatings. The congealing point the temperature at which
the wax ceases to flow gives valuable information needed in formulating products. It may also
give an indication of wax purity. This test determines the congealing point of waxes. A
thermometer is thermally stabilized in a melted wax sample. Upon withdrawal, the wax coated
thermometer is slowly rotated and observed while cooling in air. Reported is the temperature at
which congealing of the wax coating is observed. In producing a product that customers can
depend upon, every batch must meet the same high standards. Customers want to be able to
depend on batch-to-batch consistency. This test is intended as a quality control tool to insure
that the level of antioxidants in a grease is adequate from one batch to the next. A specified
mass of grease is placed in the pressure vessel. The vessel is pressurized with oxygen and
heated to the test temperature. The pressure drop caused by oxygen uptake during the test is
measured and reported in psi or kPa. Other times and temperatures are available by request.
Other times and temperatures are available upon request. Other times and temperatures are
available. Oils exposed to atmospheric oxygen may form sludge and carboxylic acids in a
reaction catalyzed by water and metals. To lessen the rate of oxidation, antioxidants are added
to these oils. This test predicts the effectiveness of antioxidants, particularly in steam turbine
oils, hydraulic fluids and circulating oils. Oxygen is bubbled through heated sample oil
containing an iron-copper catalyst and water. After three weeks, a small aliquot of oil is
removed and the acid number is determined. Aliquots are removed and tested periodically
thereafter. We routinely run this test up to hours. The surface tension of an oil provides a
relative indication of its capillary action, its ability to spread, and its ability to penetrate small
spaces. The tendency to form small droplets and to puddle on smooth surfaces can also be
indicated. In mineral oils, such as electrical insulating oils, small amounts of polar
contaminants may change the properties and effectiveness of the oil. Interfacial tension can be
used to indicate the level of these contaminants - In general, higher values indicate lower levels
of contaminants. This test determines the interfacial tension of oils or liquids and may be used
on new oils as a quality control tool and for service oils as an indication of the degree of
deterioration. Using a tensiometer, as per the method, water, the platinum ring, and the sample
oil are carefully placed in the apparatus so as to avoid mixing of the layers. The ring is slowly
raised until it passes between the water and oil layers. Surface tension may be measured simply
as the oil surface against air. The apparatus and procedure are similar. The value is referred to
as "surface tension" rather than "interfacial surface tension". This method determines loss in
mass of a grease or oil by passing heated air over the weighed sample for a fixed time typically
22 hours. Because the air is heated by passing through a fixed length of tubing immersed in the
same oil bath as the test cell, the actual temperature which the sample is subject to is less than
the test temperature. Many lubricants contain acidic or basic components. As the lubricant
ages, the quantity of these components may change due to oxidation and degradation â€”
typically acidic components increase and basic ones decrease. This test determines the acid
number or base number of sample oil. Acid number is a measure of the quantity of acidic
components, base number is measure of the quantity of basic components. This test is useful
both for quality control of new oils and evaluation of service oils. The sample is weighed into
the titration vessel, titration solvent and indicator are added and the mixture is swirled. The
resulting color determines if the acid number or the base number is to be determined. If the acid
number is to be determined, the mixture is titrated with potassium hydroxide. If the base
number is to be determined, the mixture is titrated with hydrochloric acid. The endpoint is
determined at the color change. If the strong acid number is to be determined, boiling water is

added to the sample, the water layer is extracted and titrated with potassium hydroxide.
Reported is the acid number, strong acid number or the base number in mg KOH per gram of
sample. Volatile organic liquids may be found in petroleum distillates, spray lubricants,
metal-working fluids, hydraulic oils and numerous other lubricating products. Release of the
Volatile Organic Compounds VOCs during use may alter lubricant properties and emit
potentially toxic vapors into the atmosphere. This method uses distillation to determine the
boiling point profile of volatile organic liquids. The sample is placed in a high temperature
distillation apparatus and heated. The temperature of the vapor is recorded and graphed as a
function of distillate volume produced. Stationary grease requires pressure to start flowing.
Once movement begins, a different amount of pressure, usually but not always less, is required
to keep it flowing. Viscosity is defined as the resistance to flow of a substance. Since a moving
grease usually shows less resistance to flow than a stationary one, its viscosity appears to
change as the shear rate changes, thus grease is a non-Newtonian fluid. The viscosity of grease
observed when the grease is flowing, the apparent viscosity is determined in this method. In
this test, grease is packed into a large cylinder, which is fitted at one end with a nozzle and the
other with a hydraulic piston. Pressure is applied to the hydraulic piston, which causes the
grease to exit through the nozzle. Eight different nozzle diameters are tested. The report
includes a graph of apparent viscosity in poise versus shear rate in seconds -1 , and the data
used to generate the graph. When requesting this test, please specify the test temperature. Oil
refining involves a series distillations that separate petroleum into fractions based on boiling
point. After the highest boiling fraction is removed, a residue remains that may be further
processed to make asphalt, petroleum waxes and other materials. The acidity or basicity of the
residue helps determine further processing steps. Likewise the acidity or basicity of the initial
hydrocarbon mixture may be important for processing considerations. This test determines the
acidity or basicity of hydrocarbon liquids and their distillation residues. Water is added to the
sample, the mixture is vigorously shaken, centrifuged and the layers are separated. If the acidity
is to be determined, methyl orange indicator is added. Engine coolants remove excess heat
from engines. If the engine temperature approaches or exceeds the boiling point of the coolant,
it may lead to localized hot spots, vapor pockets and ultimately catastrophic engine failure. To
assure that the coolant can withstand the temperatures created by the engine, this test
determines the boiling point of the engine coolant. The sample is placed in a flask, heated and
maintained at its boiling point as per the method. The steady boiling point temperature is
observed and reported. Metals in engine cooling systems are prone to acid-catalyzed corrosion.
If coolants become acidic, such as from exhaust gas leakage or coolant oxidation, system
components may be at risk of damage. Buffers are often added to maintain pH at the proper
level. The test determines the reserve alkalinity of a coolant; how much acid a coolant can
absorb before it reaches a pH of 5. It may be used for new or used coolants, anti-rust
compounds, coolant additives and aqueous dilutions of coolants. The sample is placed in a
beaker and distilled water is added if needed to create the proper concentration. The solution is
titrated with a standardized hydrochloric acid solution to a pH of 5. The reserve alkalinity is
reported in ml of 0. Kauri-butanol is a clear, standardized solution used to estimate the ability of
solvents to dissolve gums, oils and resins. In general, higher values correspond to higher
solvency abilities. This test determines kauri-butanol values. The sample is titrated into the
clear kauri-butanol reagent, causing the resulting mixture to turn cloudy. The end point is
determined at the point of obscurity. The value obtained is compared to toluene and heptane
standards and reported as the kauri-butanol value. Electrical equipment such as transformers
generate high voltages during routine use. The components in these systems are protected
from electrical damage by insulating fluids with high electrical resistances. This test determines
the resistance in a standard sample volume â€” the volume resistivity. The volume resistivity is
determined using both normal and reverse polarities. The average is calculated and reported in
ohm-cm. We run this test at 25 o C and volts. The voltage can also be adjusted to meet your
needs. Engine coolants are typically aqueous glycol solutions formulated to protect the engines
from thermal damage during normal operation. The freezing point of coolants is determined in
this test. The sample is placed in a cooling tube fitted with a temperature measuring device and
a spiral stirring rod. The temperature is lowered and recorded at regular intervals while the
sample is thoroughly agitated. The temperature versus time graph is generated and the freezing
point is determined by the deflection on the curve. Highly refined lubricating oils are usually
very pale yellow to colorless. Contaminated or less refined samples may have a darker yellow
color. This test determines the degree of yellow in clear liquids using the Platinum-Cobalt APHA
color scale â€” which goes from 0 to 18 - a smaller number indicates a lighter color. The sample
is placed in the sample cell of a spectrophotometer. It is compared to a set of standard
solutions, and the color that most closely matches the sample is reported. Specific gravity

relative density is a related value of the density of the oil relative to the density of water at a
specified temperature. In lubricating oils density may help predict pumpability, propensity to
cavitation, the rate contaminants will settle out of the oil important for filtration systems , and
the location of water contamination. A cleaned, tared pycnometer is filled with cooled sample
and carefully brought to the test temperature. Please provide the test temperature. The
characteristic appearance of a transparent liquids is partially determined by its refractive index,
or ability to bend light. Refractive indexes of lubricants and hydrocarbons tend to increase with
average molecular weight, density, purity and degree of saturation. This test determines the
refractive index of liquids. It may be used as a quality control tool or to compare homologous
series of compounds. It is appropriate for liquids with no suspended particles at the test
temperature. The refractometer used in this test consists of a prism box, an adjustable
telescopic eyepiece and a sodium arc lamp. The sample is placed in the prism box and brought
to the test temperature. The telescopic eyepiece is adjusted to determine the angle at which
light just passes through the sample. This is compared to a calibration curve created using a
known standard and reported as a unitless number. Copper is malleable, ductile, resistant to
corrosion, and an excellent conductor of heat and electricity. It is therefore used in numerous
electrical and mechanical applications. If copper is exposed to lubricating grease and the
grease reacts with the copper, the integrity of the system may be compromised. This test
evaluates changes in copper test coupons exposed to lubricating grease under accelerated
storage conditions. Copper strips are cleaned, polished and half inserted into the test grease.
The grease is then placed in a pressure vessel, pressurized with oxygen and heated to the test
temperature. At the end of the test time the copper is examined for discoloration, etching and
corrosion. It is still offered by Petro-Lube as a service to our clients. Automobile wheel bearings
are exposed to high speeds, high loads and high temperatures. To extend bearing life, and to
avoid unexpected bearing failure, the grease protecting these wheel bearings needs to resist
slumping, separating and softening. This test quantitatively determines bearing leakage and
qualitatively reports observations of the grease appearance at the end of the test. A specified
quantity of test grease is applied to tapered roller bearings, and the bearings are put into a
wheel hub spindle assembly. The torque, temperature and revolutions per minute are adjusted
and the bearing is spun for the time specified in the test. Reported are the weight of grease lost
and any visual observations of varnish, gum or lacquer-like material that has formed. This test
is considered obsolete by ASTM. Note: This test is still offered by Petro-Lubricant Testing
Laboratories as a service to our clients. A standard ABEC test bearing is packed with 4 grams
of the grease to be tested. The percent weight loss of the grease carried away with the water is
reported. This test is a relative measure of a grease's ability to resist removal by water.
Insulating oils transformer oils protect transformer coils from electrical and thermal damage. If
corrosive sulfur compounds are present in the oil, they may react with system components and
compromise performance. This test determines the presence of corrosive sulfur in insulating
oils. Method B is normally the preferred method. The sample oil is placed in the test vessel and
a freshly polished copper strip is added. Nitrogen is bubbled through the oil, the vessel is
covered and heated to the test temperature for the test time. The copper strip is removed,
cleaned and examined. Any sulfur compounds present in the sample will react with the copper
to form copper sulfide, a brownish-black substance. Engines generate heat during normal
operation. Coolants absorb and dissipate this heat to lessen the risk of thermal damage to
system components. If the coolant degrades and becomes acidic during use, metals in the
cooling system may be at risk of acid damage, hence coolants often contain buffers and
acid-absorbing additives. This test determines the pH of engine coolants and antirusts. The
sample is diluted with water if necessary. The pH is determined with a calibrated electrode
system and reported to the nearest 0. Please specify the desired dilution. A hydrometer is a
calibrated, weighted glass bulb with a cylindrical stem. When the hydrometer is placed in a
liquid sample, the bulb and part of the stem become submerged. The stem is marked with a
graduated scale that is read at the submersion line. Hydrometers vary in weight and markings different hydrometers are used for API gravity than for density although the value from one can
be used to calculate the other. The sample is placed into the test cylinder and brought to the
test temperature. The appropriate hydrometer is gently placed in the sample, and allowed to
equilibrate. The flash point of a substance is the lowest temperature at which vapors of the
substance, when exposed to an ignition source, will ignite and quickly self-extinguish. The fire
point is the lowest temperature at which a substance, when exposed to an ignition source, will
ignite and burn for at least five seconds. This method determines both the flash point and the
fire point of a substance. The sample is cooled if necessary, placed in the Tag Open Cup
Apparatus and slowly heated. The temperatures at which the flash point and the fire point are
observed are reported along with the barometric pressure. If you have an anticipated flash

point, please let us know the approximate temperature. This test is intended for substances with
flash points below 93 o C. It is intended for substances with anticipated flash points of 79 o C to
o C;. This test is suitable for high viscosity substances, petroleum based liquids that form
surface films, and substances that may have small but significant components with low flash
points. This test is intended for flash points above 60 o C. Petroleum waxes are used in a variety
of lubrication products including glide waxes, chain lubricants, and as friction-reducing,
waterproofing and lubricity additives. The hardness of a wax, expressed as a penetration value,
is one indication of its usefulness for a given application. Low penetration values indicate a
hard wax; higher penetration values indicate softer waxes. This test determines the penetration
value of waxes. The wax is melted, poured in a penetration form and allowed to cool. The
sample is brought to the test temperature and the penetration value is determined with a
penetrometer. Reported is the penetration value. For oil to protect a metal, it must first "wet" or
coat the metal. Surface tension gives an indication of oil's metal-wetting ability. In general, the
lower the surface tension of an oil, the greater its wetting ability. This test determines the
surface tension of oils. The force that separates oil and water into two layers is interfacial
tension. Interfacial tension may indicate how well oil will displace water to coat moist metal.
Decreases in interfacial tension of service oil may indicate contamination or oxidation. Both
surface tension and interfacial tension are measured using a du Nouy Tensiometer which has a
platinum ring attached to a calibrated force mechanism. The ring is placed slightly below the
surface of the oil surface tension or water interfacial tension. The force on the ring is gradually
increased until it breaks through the surface of the oil or water. The measured force and the
sample density are used to calculate the surface or interfacial tension. The values are reported
in dyne-cm. Degreasers and spray lubricants often contain volatile solvents that evaporate after
product delivery to leave the treated surface coated with the intended product. If the solvent
contains nonvolatile matter such as additives, contaminants or degradation products, solvent
residue may remain after evaporation potentially changing product attributes. This method
determines the amount of nonvolatile residue in volatile solvents. The sample is placed in an
evaporating dish, heated, cooled and weighed. The nonvolatile residue per ml sample is
reported. This method potentiometrically determines the amount of water in volatile organic
solvents and chemical intermediates in paint, varnish, lacquer and related products. Coolants
used in engines may come in contact with many types of metals. For instance, radiators in
newer engines contain aluminum, and older engines contain brass and copper; thermostats
contain copper; engines contain steel; water pump housings contain cast iron and cast
aluminum. A coolant that reacts with any of these metals may not be appropriate for use in
engines. This test screens coolants for reactivity with copper, solder, brass, steel, cast
aluminum and cast iron. It is intended for new, unused coolants. The metals are prepared as per
the method. The coolant is diluted using specially prepared "corrosive water" to simulate
changes a coolant may undergo during use. The prepared metals and prepared sample are
placed in a beaker fitted with a rubber stopper, condenser and aerator tube. The mixture is
brought to the test temperature, aeration is started and the sample is refluxed for the test time.
At the conclusion of the test, the metals are removed, cleaned, dried and weighed. The weight
change in the metals is reported. This method measures the ability of oil and water to separate.
A completely different method ASTM D is available for medium to high viscosity oils which
employs more vigorous mixing. Although less precise than ASTM D, this method is intended for
use when only a small amount of sample is available. Depending on the quantity of sample
available, the cone may be either one-half scale 50 grams of sample or one-quarter scale 10
grams of sample. This test measures the depth, in tenths of a millimeter, to which a one-half
scale or a one-quarter scale standard cone will sink when allowed to fall according to the
method. The predicted full scale penetration value is calculated and reported. When requesting
this test, please let us know if you wish a one-quarter scale or a one-half scale cone, and a
worked or unworked penetration. Some particles in grease, such as graphite and molybdenum
disulfide are intentionally added to assist in the lubrication process. Other particles, called
deleterious particles, may also be present in new or used greases. Deleterious particles may
arise from contaminated raw materials, poor storage leading to dimerization and agglomeration
of additives, and processing errors in filtration, mixing, milling and temperature control.
Deleterious particles in used greases typically come from the environment or arise from wear
debris. These particles may be classified as "abrasive" or "non-abrasive". Abrasive particles
may damage system components and cause premature bearing failure. This test determines the
amount of abrasive deleterious particles in lubricating greases. It may be used as a quality
control tool for new greases, to determine particle levels in service greases and to determine
the level of abrasive particles in molybdenum disulfide and graphite raw materials. The grease
is placed between two specially prepared plastic sheets. A standard load is applied and the

sheets are rotated against one another in a prescribed arc. The apparatus is disassembled, and
the sheets are examined for the arc-shaped scratches resulting from deleterious particles. The
total number of scratches on both sheets of plastic is reported. The torque resulting from
grease lubricated ball bearings rotated at one rpm is measured. Torques greater than 35, g-cm
3. Most military grease specifications consider 10, g-cm 1 N-m to be the maximum usable limit
for adequate lubrication at low temperatures. Preconditioning involves heating the grease
sample under vacuum for 72 hours to remove volatiles, light ends and entrained atmosphere.
The preconditioned grease is then tested as usual by test method ASTM D under the prescribed
test conditions. This method determines density and relative density of viscous oils.
Consumers often associate lubricant color with quality, uniformity and as a visual identifier.
End users may rely on color to ensure that the correct lubricant is used in the proper
application. This test determines the color of lubricating oils, heating oils and diesel fuel oils on
the ASTM color scale, which goes from 0 to 8 with 0 being clear to pale yellow and 8 being deep
red to dark. It may be used as a bench mark quality control tool, a processing aid or for
research applications. The sample fluid is placed in the test compartment of a colorimeter, and
water is placed in the control cell. Standard color disks are placed behind the water until the
color that best matches the sample is found. The ASTM color scale number is read and
reported. Water in electrical insulating fluids may cause deterioration, possibly decreasing
dielectric breakdown voltages and lessening abilities to protect expensive electrical equipment.
Organic compounds and hydrocarbon mixtures may have acidity resulting from contamination,
aging, and improper storage or conditions during manufacture. This acid may lead to problems
when using these chemicals as solvents or reactants. This test determines low levels of acidity
less than 0. The sample is placed in an Erlenmeyer flask, solvent and indicator are added and
the sample is titrated with sodium hydroxide. The mg of sodium hydroxide per gram of sample
is reported. Active sulfur often sulfurized fat provides extreme pressure properties for fluids
used in heavy machining operations such as broaching or processes involving stainless steel
and hard alloys. Inactive sulfur provides milder extreme pressure properties for processes
involving brass and aluminum and where active sulfur may cause staining. The choice of
formulating with active vs. This test determines the percent of active sulfur in lubricating oils.
The total sulfur concentration of the sample is determined by x-ray analyses. The sample is
heated and copper powder is added incrementally until no active sulfur remains, as
demonstrated by no staining on a copper strip immersed in the fluid. The fluid is filtered and an
x-ray sulfur determination is made on the fluid with the active sulfur removed. The active sulfur
is calculated and reported as percentage in the sample. Tri-cresyl phosphate is used in
lubricants and hydraulic fluids as an extreme pressure, anti-wear, flame-retarding additive.
Oxidizable impurities in tri-cresyl phosphate may limit its effectiveness. This test determines the
presence of oxidizable substances in tri-cresyl phosphate. A standard solution of potassium
permanganate is added to the sample. The mixture is then left undisturbed for the time specified
in the test method and the solution is then observed. During storage, oil may separate from
lubricating grease, possibly changing grease properties. This test measures the oil separation
under static storage conditions. It is not intended for use with greases softer than NLGI 1. The
grease is weighed and placed upon a fine sieve screen in a Pressure Bleeding Test Cell. Oil that
separates is collected in a cup below the sieve and weighed. The percent of oil separated from
the grease is calculated and reported. This test may be modified to run at elevated test
temperatures and extended test times. Please let us know if you require a different time or
temperature. Static bleed refers to the separation of oil from grease during storage. Dynamic
bleed is separation that results from movement of the grease, typically during use. Some bleed
is necessary for the grease to function properly, but excessive bleed will compromise the
effectiveness and life of the grease. Dynamic bleed may be increased by elevated temperatures,
contamination, vibration, centrifugal forces and usage conditions. Steel bearings exposed to
moisture are prone to rust. To prevent this, bearings are lubricated with grease containing
corrosion-inhibiting additives. This test determines relative ability of a grease to prevent rust in
bearings, including aircraft wheel bearings. Water in petroleum products may increase the rate
of oxidation and acid formation, lessening the life of the oil. Note: This method is still offered by
Petro-Lubricant Testing Laboratories as a service to our clients. When light passes from air into
a transparent liquid, the light bends, often giving the liquid a characteristic appearance. This
test determines the refractive index amount that the light bends entering the sample of viscous
liquids. It is appropriate for samples with no suspended particles at the test temperature, and
may be used for both quality control and research applications. Refractive index is a quick and
dependable method to determine the quantity of water present in the fluid. The sample is placed
in the prism box of a refractometer and brought to the test temperature. The angle at which light
passes through the sample is determined, compared to a known standard and reported as a

unitless number. This method provides a means for measuring the relative performance of an
oil to prevent rusting of steel under conditions of high humidity. Various specifications typically
call for multiples of either sandblasted or polished grit aluminum oxide test panels. A fail is
reported if the test surface contains one or more dots of rust larger tahn 1mm in diameter or if it
contains four or more dots of any size. A written description of the relative degree of rusting at
various exposure times can be provided. Digital color photos can also be provided e-mail or
snail mail at additional cost. Sediment and water in fuel oils may cause processing problems,
accelerate corrosion and clog filters. It may not be appropriate for samples containing alcohols.
The volume percent is reported. A 50 gram sample of the test grease is subjected to shearing
under a 5 kg roller at rpm for 2 hours. The degree of shearing is determined by measuring the
worked penetration ASTM D on the original grease sample vs. The relative resistance to
shearing can be determined with this test method. Electrical insulating fluids protect
transformers, oil circuit breakers and other electrical equipment from electrical discharges and
heat. These fluids may be of petroleum origin, or non-flammable synthetics askarels. When
using these fluids, allowances for expansion and contraction due to temperature changes need
to be considered. This test determines the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion which provides a
measure of fluid volume variations that occur with temperature changes. The specific gravity
relative density of the sample is determined by any appropriate method for the sample at hand,
at two appropriate test temperatures. The coefficient of thermal expansion within this
temperature range is calculated and reported. This test determines hydroxyl number, which
gives an indication of the total number of free hydroxyl groups in a sample - a large hydroxyl
number indicates a large number of free hydroxyl groups, a small number indicates a small
number of free hydroxyl groups. This test is intended for use with castor oil, dehydrated castor
oil and castor oil derivatives, fatty alcohols, mono and di-gycerides, hydroxysteric acid and
other fatty samples. As an example of usefulness of this test, consider castor oil. Castor oil is a
natural product derived from the castor bean. It is biodegradable, has excellent low temperature
viscosity properties, does not react with rubber seals and has a large dielectric constant. Castor
oil and its derivatives are therefore attractive for use in electrical capacitor oils, diesel fuels and
lubricants - but has one major draw back - it has free hydroxyl groups that tend to react with
isocyanates to form varnish, potentially clogging filters, valves and other system components.
The hydroxyl number indicates if the castor oil or castor oil derivative is appropriate for the
intended application. The sample is accurately weighed into two flasks. In the first flask,
acylating agents are added and the sample is refluxed to allow acylation to take place. The
second flask is subjected to the same conditions with no acylation agent added this determines
acid number. Both flasks are titrated with potassium hydroxide KOH The hydroxyl number is the
mg KOH per gram of acylated sample flask 1 minus the acid number flask 2. Reported is the
hydroxyl number in mg KOH per gram of sample. Biodegradable fatty acids may be
incorporated into lubricants and metal working fluids as corrosion inhibitors and lubricity
additives. However, the use of saturated fatty acids for low temperature applications is often
limited because they solidify at relatively high temperatures compared to unsaturated fatty
acids. This test determines the titer point solidification temperature of fatty acids and fatty acid
mixtures. The sample is placed in a test tube, dried and heated. It is then cooled with constant
stirring while monitoring the temperature. Cincinnati Milacron Thermal Stability - Procedure A
This test is intended to measure the thermal stability of hydraulic oils. Lubricants, drilling fluids,
engine oils, coolants, hydraulic fluids and many other industrial fluids contain amine additives
as corrosion inhibitors and acid neutralizers. The type of amine compound used depends upon
the type and function of the fluid. This test determines the amine value mg of KOH equivalent to
the amine basicity of 1 gram of sample of primary, secondary and tertiary amines. Three
samples are weighed and dissolved in solvent. To the first salicylic acid is added, to the second
phenyl iso-thiocyanate is added, and to the third alcohol is added. All three samples are titrated
with HCl. The primary, secondary, tertiary and total amine values are calculated and reported.
Halogenated organic solvents are used in metal cleaning products, automotive aerosols and
lubricants. If the solvent contains nonvolatile preservatives or contaminants, they may alter the
effectiveness of the end-use product. This method determines the amount of nonvolatile matter
in halogenated organic solvents and their admixtures. When the sample is near dryness, it is
placed in an oven to complete the evaporation. Test Method A reports weight percent or ppm by
weight. In Test Method B, the sample is placed in an evaporating dish and heated to evaporate
to dryness. The parts per million nonvolatile matter by weight is reported. In Test Method C, the
sample is placed in an Erlenmeyer flask and evaporated until a small amount of sample
remains. The sample is transferred to an evaporating dish and evaporation continues at a lower
temperature. The ppm by weight is reported. Halogenated organic solvents are often prepared
with either mildly acidic or mildly basic pH stabilizers to lessen oxidation and degradation. The

stabilizers are usually water soluble, and their levels may often be determined by extracting
them into water and measuring the pH of the resulting aqueous solution. In new or reclaimed
solvents, a pH variance outside the intended range may indicate a quality control problem. In
used solvents, a pH variance may indicate a contamination or breakdown of the solvent. This
test determines the pH of water extractions of halogenated organic solvents. The mixture is
shaken, the layers are allowed to separate and the water layer is removed. The pH of the water
layer may be determined either by adding a color indicator and matching the resulting color to a
standard chart Procedure A or by direct measurement with a pH meter using a glass electrode
Procedure B. For Procedure A, the pH is reported to the nearest 0. For Procedure B, the pH is
reported to the nearest 0. Please specify Procedure A or Procedure B. ASTM E is a more
modern method for determining autoignition temperatures. Kinematic viscosity is reported in
centistokes. All three methods can be used to determine the kinematic viscosity. This method
converts one viscosity unit to another â€” no laboratory work is involved if the original viscosity
is known. Formaldehyde CH 2 O, methanal is a colorless, water-soluble substance with a strong
odor. It is used extensively in organic and polymer synthesis, as a disinfectant and in biological
applications. Proper usage often necessitates knowing the level of formaldehyde in starting
materials. The sample is placed in an Erlenmeyer flask with a sodium sulfite solution and color
indicator. The mixture is titrated with a standardized sulfuric acid solution to a colorless
endpoint. The blank is accounted for and the percent formaldehyde is reported. Lubricants
intended for use with moving steel parts normally contain compounds to inhibit damage to
rubbing metal, giving the lubricant its wear preventative characteristics. Although this test is
designed to compare lubricants in steel-on-steel applications, we are able to test other metals,
such as bronze, at your request. In the early s Petro-Lubricant Testing Labs developed a
method to determine the coefficient of friction during this test. Using a computer-enhanced data
collection system, the progression of the test is followed and a time versus coefficient of
friction graph is generated. Our clients find this to be an extremely useful tool in evaluating their
lubricants. In this test, three steel balls are arranged in a circle, locked in place and coated with
the test lubricant. A forth ball is placed on top, in the center of the three balls. The system is
heated, load is applied and the top ball is spun at revolutions-per-minute. The scars resulting
from sliding against the top ball are measured. The average size of the scars is reported in
millimeters. When requesting this test, please let us know if you would like any modifications
from the ASTM method, including changes to temperature, time, speed, load or metal. The three
lower balls are removed, cleaned and examined under a microscope. If this decrease is large,
the system may not be properly lubricated over the entire operating temperature range.
Viscosity index describes this change â€” a high viscosity index indicates a smaller viscosity
change with temperature increase than a low viscosity index. This method determines the
viscosity index of lubricating oils that conform to the general properties of Newtonian fluids.
Steam turbines typically operate continuously, with long periods between servicing. If a steam
turbine oil becomes oxidized, it may form varnish and sludge, potentially resulting in costly and
unexpected shutdowns. The rate of oxidation normally increases with temperature, entrained air
or water, and catalyzing metals such as copper. This test is used to estimate the oxidative
stability of new steam turbine oils, and to predict the remaining life of service oils. The test oil is
combined with water and a copper coil in the test cell. The test cell is placed in a pressure
chamber, pressurized with oxygen and brought to the test temperature. The test chamber is
rotated to mimic the operation of a turbine and the pressure is followed. The amount of time it
takes for the pressure to drop kPa As a special service to our clients, Petro-Lubricant Testing
Laboratories also describes the pressure drop as "inductive", meaning that the pressure
dropped rapidly, or "non-inductive" meaning that the pressure dropped gradually i. Sediments
in lubricating fluids may damage system components in aviation systems, hydraulic systems
and other mechanical systems, potentially leading to unexpected system failures. This test
determines the level of sediment in lubricating oils. The sample is mixed with solvent and
centrifuged for ten minutes. It is then decanted and a second sample plus solvent is added to
the tube, well mixed and centrifuged until a constant sediment level is obtained. The trace
sediment is reported as the percent sediment by volume. Aviation turbine fuels power engines
to efficiently run aircrafts. These fuels need to have limited particulate contamination so as not
to clog filters, accelerate oxidation or harm engine components. This test determines particulate
contamination in fuels gravimetrically by mass. An aliquot of the fluid is passed through a
weighed filter paper. Solvent-borne coatings are mixtures designed to coat surfaces with
desired attributes. These mixtures contain a solvent that evaporates after application to yield
the proper coating. The ratio of solvent to active ingredient is important to give the right
consistency during application and the right thickness to the resulting coating. This test
determines the percentage of volatile organic content of coatings. It may be used to determine

specification adherence or quality control. The weighed sample is diluted with solvent so that it
spreads out uniformly in an aluminum weighing pan. The weighed pan is heated as per the
method to evaporate all solvents and weighed again. The percent volatile material as well as the
non-volatile residues in the coating is calculated and reported. Aviation fuel is typically a
mixture of hydrocarbons. When aircrafts are exposed to cold temperatures, either on the
ground or in flight, some of these hydrocarbons may begin to crystallize freeze , potentially
clogging fuel filters, limiting fuel flow and engine efficiency. The freezing point, which is
determined in this test, is the lowest temperature at which the fuel remains free of hydrocarbon
crystals. The sample is placed in a sample tube, immersed in a cold bath and allowed to cool
while being observed and manually stirred. When crystals begin to form, the sample is
gradually warmed and the temperature at which the crystals disappear is reported as the
freezing point. Transformer oils dissipate heat and provide electrical insulation to protect
transformer components. Oxidation of these oils may produce sludge and acid products,
potentially decreasing the service life of the oil and increasing the chance of expensive
equipment failure. This test is intended to predict how well new transformer oils will resist
oxidation. A copper catalyst is added to the sample, the mixture is heated and oxygen is
bubbled through for a specified period of time. The oil is then filtered and the sludge is dried
and weighed. The neutralization number of the filtered oil is determined. Other times are
available by request.. This test method is applicable only to products which are transparent
when viewed through 40 mm of sample. The sample is cooled in a pour point tube and the
temperature at which cloud formation occurs is noted. The temperature at which wax formation
or crystallization occurs is an indicator of useful low temperature limits in some cases. Solid
film lubricants are attractive for use on difficult- to-access gears, fasteners, bearings and CV
joints because they do not require frequent re-lubrication,. In cases where fluids may come in
contact with the solid film-lubricated metal, the lubricant must continue to adhere, or it may
become ineffective and put the machinery at risk of failure. This test determines the ability of
solid film lubricants to adhere to metal surfaces in the presence of water and other fluids. Test
panels are cleaned, coated with the dry film lubricant and cured. The panels are half immersed
in the test fluid at the test temperature for the test time and then removed and rinsed. The
coating adherence is checked by placing masking tape on the panel covering areas above and
below the immersion line, as well as the interface, and removing the tape abruptly. The panel is
visually inspected. If no lubricant is removed, the panel is reported as a pass, if lubricant is
removed, it is reported as a fail. Please specify the test temperature. Machines operating in cold
environments may be exposed to very low temperatures while at rest, and very high
temperatures while in service. Effectively lubricating these machines may be difficult due to
changes in grease or oil viscosity with temperature. Solid film lubricants are designed to
durably adhere to metal surfaces under extreme temperature conditions and may be a good
alternative to traditional lubricants. This test determines the adhesion of solid film lubricants to
metal substrates during rapid and extreme temperature changes. Test panels are cleaned,
coated with the test solid film lubricant and cured. The panels are then observed. Any changes
in appearance, including blistering, flaking, cracking or film softening are reported. Although
not yet written as an oil test method, this apparatus eliminates the limitations of ASTM D by
employing an aluminum block for heating the test cell and an air preheater so that the sample is
subject to air at the same temperature as the test temperature. A rotating upper ball is loaded
against three stationary lower balls. The initial loads are low and exhibit elastohydrodynamic
properties. As loads increase beyond E. At the highest load the lubricant can stand the
boundary film is lost and welding occurs. This test is very good at comparing the extreme
pressure and boundary lubrication properties of comparative samples or competitive types of
formulations. Hydraulic fluids, transmission fluids, tractor fluids and other power transmission
fluids experience shearing during normal operations, which may change the viscosity and
decrease efficiency. Polymers are added to improve the viscosity index of these fluids. This test
determines viscosity changes in polymer-containing fluids exposed to sonic shearing
vibrations. The viscosity of the sample is determined. The sample is then placed in the test
beaker, brought to the test temperature and irradiated using a sonic horn for the time specified
in the test. The resulting viscosity of the fluid is determined. The percent change in viscosity is
reported. Fluids which are unstable to water under conditions of the test form corrosive acidic
and insoluble contaminants. Reported is the conductivity value in picosiemens per meter.
Bonded solid film lubricants protect metal surfaces from wear during normal and extreme
pressure operations. These lubricants are exceptionally attractive for use in inaccessible
locations, and where cleanliness is a concern. In Procedure A, the vee blocks and pins are
coated and cured with the test solid film lubricant, placed in the machine and aligned. The
machine is run for a break in period and load is slowly added until the test conditions are

reached. A steady state torque value is obtained. The machine is then run and the time it takes
for either a torque increase of 10 in-lbf or a pin breakage is recorded and reported. In Procedure
B, the vee blocks and pins are likewise coated and cured with the test solid film lubricant, the
machine is set up as above and the steady state torque is determined. The load is increased in
one minute increments until the pin breaks or the torque rises by 10 in-lbf 1. Reported is the last
load that was sustained for one minute. Aluminum is lightweight, strong, durable and corrosion
resistant, making it attractive for use in construction, transportation and many other
applications. This test determines the corrosion resistance of aluminum panels coated with
solid film lubricants. It is intended to predict problems that may occur when aluminum is
subjected to high humidity environments. Two aluminum panels are compared in this test. The
first panel is treated and cured with the test solid film lubricant. The second is left untreated.
The two panels are placed together in the test assembly, a load is applied, and the assembly is
heated and placed in a constant humidity chamber for the test time. The assembly is removed,
disassembled and visually examined. Any pitting, etching or formation of white deposits is
reported. This test measures the ability of oil and water to separate. Procedure A is for oils
which do not contain extreme pressure EP additives uses ml of oil and 45 ml of water with a
stirrer speed of rpm. Procedure B is for oils which contain EP additives uses ml of oil and 90 ml
of water with a stirrer speed of rpm. This method is intended for testing medium to high velocity
oils. ASTM D is a completely different method to measure 'water separatibility' Mixing is less
vigorous and oils of various viscosities and types can be tested. The wear scars on the
stationary balls are measured and the load is increased until lubrication breaks down
completely causing the balls to weld together Weld Load. By mathematical treatment of the scar
sizes at the increasing loads an indexing value which characterizes the load carrying capacity
of the fluid is obtained and reported as the Load Wear Index LWI along with the Weld Load. This
is termed as the 'Last Non-Seizure Load' Greater loads which are termed 'Seizure load' typically
produce much larger scars with scoring due to heavy metal to metal contact. The Last
Non-Seizure Load is sometimes of interest for comparative purposes as well as an indicator of
the upper limits of transition from elastohydrodynamic to boundary modes of lubrication in
terms of the test conditions. This is termed as the 'Last Non-Siezure Load' Greater loads which
are termed 'Seizure load' typically produce much larger scars with scoring due to heavy metal
to metal contact. The Last Non-Siezure Load is sometimes of interest for comparative purposes
as well as an indicator of the upper limits of transition from elastohydrodynamic to boundary
modes of lubrication in terms of the test conditions. Although this is not a lubricant test per se,
lubricating emulsions such as metal working fluids, drilling fluids and spray multi-purpose
lubricants are applied to surfaces in a similar manner so that volatile components evaporate
away leaving non-volatile components to coat the intended surfaces. The amount of residue in
the lubricating fluid may determine the effectiveness of the product in use. This test determines
the quantity of non-volatile material in emulsions. The sample is weighed, placed in a heated
oven for the test time, cooled in a desiccator and reweighed. The percentage of non-volatile
matter is reported. The method utilizes evaporation loss data obtained from ASTM D and
calculations based upon a standard pure substance m-terphenyl to obtain apparent molecular
weight and vapor pressure. Test time and temperature are selected to give an evaporation of 5.
This procedure minimizes the effect of low concentrations of low molecular weight material or
volatile impurities. Vapor pressure, which gives an indication of a mixture's evaporation rate,
has many important applications. For example, high vacuum oils require very low vapor
pressures to prevent fouling of the vacuum system; hydraulic fluids require low vapor
pressures to lessen the chance of cavitation; lubricating oils require low vapor pressures to
lessen changes in viscosity and other properties during use. If vapor pressure is determined at
a series of temperatures and the data is graphed log vapor pressure vs. This test determines
vapor pressures of liquids. The test sample is pipetted into the isoteniscope, heated to remove
trapped gases, manipulated as per the method to create a pure vapor bubble and brought to the
test temperature. The vapor pressure is determined and reported in mm Hg torr. If a
multi-temperature determination is requested, the vapor pressure is reported at the requested
temperatures and graphed to allow analysis of the data. Lubricants often contain basic
additives, which may be quantified by base numbers. High base numbers indicate high levels of
basic components, low base numbers indicate low levels of basic components. A decrease in
base number during oil usage may indicate additive depletion. In new oil, it may be used as a
quality control tool. In used oil it may indicate the remaining useful life. The sample is weighed,
titration solvent is added and the mixture is potentiometrically titrated with perchloric acid. The
data is graphed, inflection points are determined, the blank is corrected for and the base
number is determined. In cases where no inflection point can be determined, excessive
potassium hydroxide is added, and the sample is back titrated with sodium acetate to determine

the base number. The base number is reported in milligrams potassium hydroxide per gram of
sample. Use this test for new oils, or for oils where both strong and weak base numbers are of
interest. During storage and use halogenated solvents may oxidize and produce acids which
may corrode storage containers and processing equipment. To lessen acidification, stabilizers typically epoxides or amines - are added to the solvents to neutralize these acids as they are
created. Over time the stabilizers may become depleted. This method determines the amount of
acid a stabilized halogenated solvent can absorb before becoming acidic. It may be used as a
quality control tool, to determine specification adherence, or to monitor stabilizer levels over
the life of the solvent. In an Erlenmeyer flask, the sample, isopropanol and titration solvent
containing excess acid are combined and given ten minutes to react. A color-changing indicator
is added and the mixture is back-titrated with sodium hydroxide. The blank is corrected for and
the total acid acceptance as equivalent sodium hydroxide is reported as a weight percent. Over
time the levels of these preservatives may decrease and no longer protect the solvent from
degradation. This test determines the acidity or basicity of halogenated solvents. It may be used
both as a quality control tool for new solvents and to determine the condition of solvents
in-service. There are three options for this test. Procedures A and B may be used when
water-soluble pH materials are to be analyzed, procedure C analyzes the material without a
water extraction. Procedure A and Procedure B both begin with adding water to the solvent,
shaking the mixture well, removing the aqueous layer and titrating it with sodium hydroxide. In
Procedure A the titration is monitored with a pH meter until a neutral pH is achieved. In
Procedure B, a color bromothymol blue endpoint is achieved. For Procedure C, the sample is
titrated to a bromothymol blue endpoint with no water extraction. Please select procedure A, B
or C when requesting this test. The flammability of an aerosol may indicate safety where an
open flame is present and is often required for package labeling. The flame projection test
indicates the flammability of an aerosol when positioned near an open flame. For the flame
projection test, the sample is sprayed a standard distance from a flame source. The distance
that the ignited spray travels from the sample is measured and reported. For the Closed Drum
Test a flame acts as the ignition source inside a horizontal 55 gallon drum. The aerosol is
sprayed into the drum until the vapors ignite, until the aerosol can is expended, or for 60
seconds, whichever happens first. The time it takes for the vapors to ignite is reported. It is still
offered by Petro-Lube as a service to our customers. This test measures the load carrying
ability of an oil. The tribological aspects are low speed, line contact, steel on steel this can be
altered , sliding motion. Procedure A employs a constant increase in load applied by an
automatic ratchet until failure as indicated by seizure of the test coupon or rapid loss of load
caused by excessive wear. Procedure B employs load increments of lbs with running for 1
minute at each increment until failure. Carbon distribution and ring content data are used in
characterization of oils in the refining-manufacturing process and can also correlate to critical
performance properties. The n-DM and Sulfur content are determined by the following:. In terms
of ring content - up to four rings per molecule with not more than half of them aromatic. Low
levels of acidity in aviation turbine fuels, such as that remaining from refining, may damage the
metals in turbine systems. This test determines low levels of acidity from 0. The sample is
placed in an Erlenmeyer flask, titration solvent and indicator are added, and nitrogen is bubbled
through the solution. The mixture is titrated with potassium hydroxide to a color-changing
endpoint. The blank is corrected for and the acid number is reported in mg KOH per gram or
sample. Heptane-insoluble substances include asphaltenes waxes, heavy oils, resins , wear
debris, and other compounds. This test has two important uses:. Since solvents such as
heptane are often used to clean these systems, heptane insoluble compounds are difficult to
remove. This test determines the mass percent of heptane-insoluble substances in lubricating
oils, gas oils, heavy fuel oils and crude petroleum. The sample is weighed into a flask, heptane
is added and the mixture is refluxed to dissolve the soluble components of the oil. The mixture
is filtered, the sediment is rinsed with heptane, dried and weighed. The test evaluates the
endurance life of greases in ball bearings at high speeds and high temperatures. An SAE No.
Navy type spindles Pope Machinery Corp. The test result is the number of cumulative hours the
bearing will run without exceeding the motor over-load set point, torque overload set point, or
over temperature limit. In hydraulic fluids, engine oils and other lubricating oils prone to
mechanical agitation, tiny air bubbles may become entrained during use. Once air becomes
entrained, it may dissipate out of the fluid. The more rapidly the air dissipates, the quicker the
fluids properties will return to normal. The sample is heated to the test temperature and the
density is determined. Using a specialized apparatus, compressed air is bubbled through the oil
for the test time. The time it takes for the sample to return to within 0. Water based lubricants
such as those used in metal working and drilling fluids will often have a characteristic color and
clarity. Any change may indicate the presence of contaminants or degradation of the oil. This

test determines the color of water-based mixtures. Using a colorimeter, the absorbance of the
sample is read at nm to determine the turbidity of the sample, and at nm to determine the
uncorrected yellowness of the sample. The values are corrected using a calibration graph and
the corrected absorbance values are reported. Related tests offered by Petro-Lubricant Testing
Laboratories: Petro-Lubricant Testing Labs offers several types of tests to determine the color
of lubricating fluids. Trichlorofluoroethane is a non-toxic and inflammable cooling agent used in
air conditioners, refrigerators and other cooling applications. If residual chloride ions are
present, they may accelerate the corrosion of metals in the cooling system. This method
determines the amount of ionizable chloride in trichlorofluoroethane and other halocarbons.
The sample is placed into a separatory funnel, water is added and the mixture shaken. The
water layer is removed and titrated with mercuric acetate to a colorimetric endpoint. The parts
per million chloride is reported. Steel is used in numerous applications because it is hard and
strong. For steel to achieve these properties, it must be heated to a high temperature and
cooled at the appropriate rate - the cooling rate helps determine the hardness characteristics of
the final product. To control the cooling rate, the hot fabricated metal is placed in a quenching
fluid and allowed to cool. This test determines the cooling rate provided by the sample
quenching fluid. The sample quenching fluid is placed in a stainless steel beaker in the
quenchometer. The ball entering the fluid triggers a timer to start, and when the ball becomes
magnetic, it turns the timer off. During normal engine operation, small amounts diesel fuel may
leak through engine seals and mix with engine oil. This may increase with engine wear. If
excessive amounts of fuel mix with the oil, the performance of the engine may be compromised.
This test determines the amount of diesel fuel in used engine lubricating oil. It is intended for
SAE 30 oil only. A known quantity of n-decane is added to the sample, and the mixture is
injected into a GC to achieve a separation as per the method. Detection is by flame ionization.
The mass percent of diesel fuel is calculated by comparing the diesel fuel peak with the
n-decane peak the internal standard using a calibration curve. Reported is mass percent of
diesel fuel. During normal operation of gasoline engines, some fuel may leak past engine seals
and mix with engine oil. The rate of leakage may increase with engine wear. If excessive
amounts of gasoline mix with the engine oil, the performance of the engine may decrease. This
method determines the quantity of gasoline in service engine oils. A known quantity of
n-tetradecane is added to the sample, and the mixture is injected into a GC to achieve the
separation as per the method. The mass percent of gasoline is calculated by comparing the
gasoline peak with the n-tetradecane the internal standard peak using a calibration curve. The
best accuracy is obtained by submitting a new oil to be used as a baseline. Reported is mass
percent of gasoline. Roller bearings in automobiles, agricultural and mining equipment may be
exposed to high loads and high speeds during normal operation. During braking, they may also
be exposed to high temperatures. This test predicts the relative life of roller bearing grease
using a high load and high temperature. The roller bearing is packed with the sample grease, a
load is applied and the system is brought to the test temperature. The bearing is rotated for an
induction time to obtain a steady state running torque value. The hours to failure are reported.
Many engine coolants contain chlorinated compounds. The presence of residual chloride ions
may accelerate corrosion in the coolant system. This test determines low levels of chloride ions
in coolants that also contain mercaptans â€” a common additive used to inhibit corrosion. The
sample is placed in an Erlenmeyer flask and diluted with water. Sodium hydroxide and
hydrogen peroxide are added, the mixture is refluxed, acetic acid is added and the mixture is
titrated with silver nitrate. The ppm of chloride in the coolant is reported. Fuel systems often
have elastomer-containing components such as hoses and o-rings, which may be weakened if
hydroperoxides are present in the fuel, potentially leading to leaks and decreased system
efficiency. Hydroperoxides may also accelerate fuel breakdown. This test determines the
hydroperoxide number of fuels, including gasolines, diesel fuels and aviation turbine fuels. The
sample is weighed into the flask. Solvent, acetic acid and potassium iodide are added and given
time to react with hydroperoxides in the sample. The mixture is titrated to a colored endpoint.
The blank is corrected for, and the hydroperoxide number is reported in mg hydroperoxide per
kg of sample. Oscillating systems in industrial machinery often have moving metal components
that slide against each other, potentially causing wear to the metals. To lessen or prevent wear,
the moving metals are lubricated. This test uses a steel ring against a steel block to measure
the ability of grease to reduce wear in oscillating systems. Using a Block-on-Ring Friction and
Wear Test Machine, a steel block is coated with worked test grease and put in contact with a
steel ring. A load is applied and the ring is oscillated for a specified time at a specified speed.
The block is then examined under a microscope for scarring. The average scar size, coefficient
of friction, psi load and metal weight loss are reported. Options available for this test are time,
temperature, oscillation speed, load, ring metal and block metal. For automobile engines to

function properly, they require constant lubrication with engine oil. Oil must start flowing on
engine start-up, especially at low temperatures, and continue flowing during engine operation.
The ability of an oil to start flowing at low temperatures is determined by its critical yield stress,
which increases as temperature decreases. The ability of an oil to continue flowing is
determined by its viscosity, which likewise increases as the temperature decreases. The
borderline pumping temperature is the lowest temperature at which an adequate flow of oil can
be continuously supplied to the engine. It is defined as the maximum temperature whichever is
higher of either the critical yield stress or the critical viscosity. This test uses a specially
designed viscosity measuring apparatus which contains a temperature controlled
mini-viscometer and a calibrated rotor-stator assembly, as described in the method. The sample
is placed in the viscometer test cell assembly, heated for two hours and cooled slowly to the
test temperature for the duration of the test. The yield stress is determined by applying force to
the rotor shaft until the rotor begins to turn. The apparent viscosity is determined by multiplying
the rotor speed times the test cell calibration factor. Reported is the test temperature, yield
stress and viscosity. A steel panel is coated with a thin layer of the grease to be tested. A 40 psi
water spray is directed at the grease coated panel for 5 minutes. The amount of grease lost to
the water spray is reported as the percent spray off. API gravity may be used to predict volumes
and densities at temperatures other than the test temperature using published tables. In this
test, the sample is carefully loaded into a digital density analyzer which is essentially an
oscillating probe in a sample cell. The sample is oscillated and measured until a constant value
is obtained. This value is compared to a calibrated standard. Consider a hydrometer test see
ASTM D for oils when three decimal place accuracy is sufficient, and there is no shortage of
available sample. Consider a digital density meter test this test for low and medium de In oils it
has numerous uses including:. The fretting wear is the average weight loss of the two bearings.
Lubricants intended for use with moving steel parts normally contain compounds to inhibit
damage to rubbing metal, giving the lubricant its "wear preventative characteristics". In the
early "s Petro-Lubricant Testing Labs developed a method to determine the coefficient of
friction during this test. Spray lubricants, fuel additives, paints, adhesives and other products
often contain a mixture of a flammable liquid with an inflammable one. The flammability of these
mixtures helps determine end use properties. For example, fuel additives need the proper
flammability to function in internal combustion engines; paints need a low flammability for
safety during use. This test determines the flammability of liquid mixtures. A metal cup is
brought to the test temperature, the sample is added and given time to equilibrate. A flame is
brought over the cup and held there for the test time. The flame is removed and the sample is
observed. If the sample ignites, the length of time the sample continues to burn and the burning
characteristics are reported. The compatibility of elastomers NBR-L and CR are measured at
standard times and temperatures for swelling under exposure to the sample. This test may be
modified to use different types of rubber, and other times and temperatures. This test evaluates
compatibility with seals, gaskets, hoses, and other elastomer parts. Automobile wheel bearings
are exposed to high loads, high speeds and high temperatures. For the bearings to operate
efficiently for long periods of time they require a grease that resists mechanical and thermal
changes, one that will not separate, slump, soften or leak. The grease also needs to resist the
formation of sludge, varnish, gum and lacquer. This method uses a specifically designed
hub-spindle-bearing assembly. A standard quantity of test grease is packed into the inboard
and outboard tapered roller bearing cones. An additional standard quantity of grease is packed
into the hub and the unit is assembled as per the method. A thrust load is applied, the spindle
speed and the temperature are set and the bearings are allowed to spin for the predetermined
time. The amount of grease and oil that falls from the assembly is measured. Reported are the
grams of grease that leak from the bearings and any observations of the grease condition, such
as the formation of gums, varnish or lacquer-like material. Water may be detrimental to
lubricants. It may catalyze oxidation, lessen anti-corrosion properties, cause precipitation of
additives and change viscosities, dielectric constants, and resistivity values. It is therefore
desirable to know the water content of a lubricant. This method measures water content of
lubricants using the Karl Fischer reaction. The sample is combined with the appropriate
reagents and the Karl Fisher iodine-containing reagent is titrated into the mixture. The percent
water by weight is reported. Consider a potentiometric method such as ASTM D this method
when slightly higher levels of water are predicted 0. Lubricating greases in flexible shaft
couplings, universal joints and roller element thrust bearings may experience large, prolonged
centrifugal forces. This may cause the oil to separate from the thickener, potentially resulting in
reduced lubrication, overheating of system components and system failure. This test
determines the amount of oil that separates from a grease under a high centrifugal force. The
grease is weighed into centrifuge tubes, and centrifuged in a high speed centrifuge for the test

time. The separated oil is drained, measured and the percent separation is reported. Tests such
as kinematic viscosity and biodegradability require an oil. If the oil of interest is in a formulated
grease, the oil must be separated from the grease prior to testing. This test uses a high speed
centrifuge to separate oil from grease so that the extracted oil may be tested. The grease is
placed into centrifuge tubes, and centrifuged in a high speed centrifuge until a sufficient
quantity of oil is recovered. Cast iron chips are placed on a filter paper in a petri dish containing
a fluid and allowed to stand for 20 to 24 hours at room temperature. The weakest concentration
which results is no rust stain on the filter paper is defined as the 'breakpoint'. The configuration
of the test cell, metal specimens, and arrangement is different for each method. FTM uses 1x1
square metal specimens tied together in a specific arrangement placed in the bottom of the
glass test cell or tube. Metal test specimens may or may not be included and the number and
type of metal specimens can also vary according to specifications. Briefly, the oil sample is
placed in the test cell with the polished metal samples and heated in an oil bath or aluminum
block for a specified time and temperature with dried or moist air usually dried bubbled through
at a given flow rate. Acid number is sometimes monitored by periodic sampling. Values
reported at test end include sample mass loss, viscosity change, acid number change, mass
loss of metal specimens, appearance of oil and test cell, and volume percent sludge. Oxidized
oil and sludge samples are sometimes analyzed for metals content. FTM uses small washer
shaped metal specimens arranged vertically between glass pacers. The torque resulting from
grease lubricated tapered roller bearings rotating at one rpm is measured. The test uses an
automotive type front wheel hub and spindle assembly. The torque is measured for 60 seconds
of running time. The torque maximum at the beginning of the run and the stable torque after 60
seconds are reported. A graphic representation of the run is presented to visually compare data
between samples. Values less than 15 N-m torque are considered adequately mobile for wheel
bearing applications. Some additives in lubricating oils are basic, and absorb acids that form
due to oxidation. The level of basic components is indicated by base number - a high base
number indicates a high level of basic components, a low number indicates a low level. This
test determines base number. In service oils it may predict the oil's ability to absorb acids as
they are produced; changes in base number may indicate additive depletion. The sample is
accurately weighed into the titration vessel, solvent is added and the electrodes are immersed.
The sample is titrated with alcoholic potassium hydroxide, and meter readings recorded, plotted
and the endpoint is determined. The base number is reported in mg KOH per gram of sample.
The container is pressurized with oxygen and heated. The pressure is monitored until a sharp
decrease is observed indicating oil break down. Reported is the oxidation induction time from
test onset until sharp pressure drop. The color of polyols and lubricating oils may indicate the
degree of refinement or the presence of contaminants including soot, oxidation products and
packing debris. The scale runs from 0 to hundred with 0 being distilled water. The Gardner
Color Scale also differentiates between shades of yellow, but it measures a wider range of
colors to include red-yellows and green yellows. It runs from 0 to 18 with 0 being distilled water
and 18 being a dark, murky yellow. Colored standard solutions are prepared. The sample is
placed in the test container and compared to standards. The color of the standard that most
closely matches the sample is reported. Hydraulically operated machinery depends upon
hydraulic fluids to convey power and lubricate and protect machinery components from wear
and thermal damage. These systems contain pumps, valves, seals and precise moving parts
that are prone to damage from solid particulates that may be present in the fluid. This test
determines the mass of solid particles in hydraulic fluids. A homogenous aliquot of the sample
is filtered through a membrane filter. The filter is rinsed with solvent to remove any sample oil,
leaving only the solid particles that were present in the original sample. The mass of these solid
particles is reported. Lubricity refers to the amount of friction reduction provided by a lubricant.
Aviation turbine fuels with high lubricities often provide better protection against damage to
loaded surfaces than fuels with lower lubricities. In cases of thin lubricant films under boundary
conditions, lubricity and film-forming properties become extremely important. This test
determines lubricity of aviation fuels and other fluids. Using a ball-on-cylinder lubricity
evaluator a load is placed on a lubricated ball and the resulting scar is measured. Reported are
the size and a description of the wear scar. Lubricating oils are designed to protect engines
from metal-on-metal wear. The viscosity of these oils normally increases as the temperature
decreases. In cold weather, engine oil may become so viscous that it will not properly protect
the engine. This test determines the viscosity of engine oil under very cold conditions, such as
that seen in winter operations. The test oil is applied to the rotor and stator of a cold cranking
simulator and the system is cooled to the test temperature. The motor is started and the speed
is recorded. This speed is compared to a standard calibrated oil to determine the apparent
viscosity, which is reported in centipoises. During use, hydraulic fluids and lubricating oils may

be exposed to very hot surfaces or ignition sources, potentially causing the fluid to ignite. Once
ignited, the flame may safely auto-extinguish or it may travel rapidly, leading to dangerous
conditions. This test evaluates how quickly a flame on an ignited fluid will travel down a linear
surface. It may be used to evaluate relative flammability of lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids.
A ceramic fiber string is immersed in the sample, stretched across supports and ignited. The
time it takes the flame to travel along the string is determined. Some greases or oils react with
atmospheric oxygen to produce insoluble gums and sludges, which may decrease the
performance of the lubricant. To lessen the rate of oxidation, antioxidants are added. This test
may be used to compare antioxidants and may predict the relative life of a lubricant. It requires
a small amount of sample and it gives results in hours rather than days, weeks or even months
as required by other tests. The pressure and temperature are maintained until an exothermic
reaction occurs, up to minutes. The time from pressurization to exotherm is reported. Please let
us know if you require a temperature other than those specified in the method. Oxidation of oils
may produce acid, sludge and varnish. Oils that contain a large number of double bonds highly
unsaturated oils may be more prone to oxidation than oils with few double bonds. The iodine
number provides an indication of the number of double bonds - low iodine numbers indicate a
small number of double bonds, large iodine numbers indicate large numbers of double bonds. It
has also been found that the Iodine Value may be used to predict the compatibility of oils to
elastomers because the degree of saturation of the molecule indicates its tendency to
de-polymerize the rubber structure. This test determines the iodine number using a titration
with a visible blue endpoint. A specified weight of sample is placed in a flask, iodine
mono-chloride reagent is added and the mixture is given time to react. This still leaves the rear
mounting hole in the bracket to work with. The stock crossmember works fine and so does the
stock H-body tranny mount. The front hole in the crossmember lines up with the back hole the
last of 3. With these mods you have to shorten the drive shaft and the torque arm. Cut the drive
shaft around 2 inches. Cut the torque arm about 6 inches from the front. You may also have to
move the crossmember back about two inches to line up with the transmission mount. You
have to do a little back and forth reading through the article to compare dimensions but it can
give help on crossmember locations, and driveshaft length changes. Measure the centerline
between the Camaro shifter pivot points and where the cable hooks up. Weld a pin to mount the
cable on the Monza shifter it was a rod type shifter at the same distance found in step one. Cut
the portion that holds the cable on the shifter base and welded it to the Monza shifter again
measure. This will increase stall to about rpm, and significantly improve off the line
performance. The part number is Since this is still a factory converter and it does include
lockup, the effect is not too wild, and cruise fuel economy is not affected much. Although a
higher stall converter does increase the heat load, the transmission cooler in the Impala should
be up to the task, and if not the 9C1 cooler could be added. It's a tight fit but looks and works
real well. Doing it this way also gave me some ground clearance and you don't see the mufflers
hanging way down under the rear seats. This works very well on a Monza- the Vega muffler
mounts behind the rear axle, so it will be a bit tougher to adapt duals if you keep the muffler in
the stock position. Speedometers are pretty easy to adapt. The actual 'rate' of speedometers is
all the same. What changes is the pickup gear in the transmission. This is how I think of it.
Staying with a standard tire size, all tires rotate at the same revolutions per minute. Different
rear end gears will require the drive shaft to turn at different rates. Faster for gears, slower for
gears. The speedometer pickup is in the tailshaft of most transmissions. It turns in proportion to
the drive shaft. No matter how fast or slow the engine is turning, or what gear the transmission
is in, the speedometer picks up number of turns from the drive shaft. Since rear end gears
change the number of drive shaft revolutions per measure of distance, then the pickup gear has
to change based on the rear axle gear. GM color-codes these pickup gears. Find the pickup gear
that goes with the rear axle you will use. Or, consult a parts man about which gear is correct. All
speedos are standardized for cable turns per mile. First get the tire diameter. This can be
calculated using the following formula:. Next, calculate you tire revs per mile. Dividing the
diameter in inches into 20, easily approximates this. Then multiply by the axle gear. Now you
have driveshaft revs per mile. You then need a speedo gear to get this down to revs per mile.
With a 3. This car needs a 0. Drive gears are available in 7,8,9 or 10 teeth; driven gears from 17
thru So for my car, 7 and 21 will be very close. Note: If you can't find Monza pieces, use
bushings for a 3rd-gen ''92 Camaro Panhard rod. Pot Joint Boot : the boot for the pot joint is the
same as one from a Jeep CJ, which is much easier to find than one for an H-body. Swapping the
arms side-to-side greatly increases the caster angle. More caster makes the car go straighter
with more effort to steer. The car is more stable, because the steering doesn't react quite as
quickly due to the extra caster. You can swap the upper control arms side to side and get about
9. A small amount of grinding needs to be done. I have done this to my '78 Monza that I run at

Bonneville. I also cut two coils and use Moog upper offset bushings to restore the camber the
car is stable to well over mph. The offset bushings are the route I would go if the car sees street
driving. Not too much here for specifics, but basic ideas:. Rear Suspension. The factory 3-Link
Torque Arm Suspension was the best design by far. It eliminated wheel hop for even the V8 cars
and was the predecessor to the Corvette and Camaro Torque Arm suspensions. You can take
the stock Vega lower control arms and drill them to accept the sway bar. First, you will need to
take a section of 2. This will leave you with 2 'half moon' pieces of pipe. You will trim these until
they slip into the control arm around the bushings. Next, take an 8" section of steel tubing and
lay it in the channel of the control arm. I used a piece of old porch railing from a trailer and cut
out two 8 sections for my control arms. It is very, very thin and light. When the sway bar is
bolted in place, the arm becomes very, very solid. However, the total weight of the arm with
bushings is less than the fully boxed lower control arm. You could tack weld it in place, but
because I have a rear sway bar anyway, I just let the action of bolting the sway bar in place keep
the insert tight. This is quick, easy, and strong and requires no welding. You can do both arms
in about 15 minutes. In stock configuration, both holes face the rear and the flanges of the
bushings the bigger end all face to the left. It is important to offset the flanges so they will keep
the rear end in alignment during cornering. The drawing below explains the directions the
flanges face and how the holes should look when the arms are properly installed. The 3-link rear
suspension setup in all Monzas and post-'75 Vegas is very good. From , the Vega used either a
6. From on, all H-bodies were 7. If you are putting out more horsepower than stock, it is
probably a good idea to update the rear end in your H-Body. The stock 6. While the 7. You can
use the rear end out of an S Truck. Try to find a 4-cyl truck since they usually have a 4. The S
rear will hold up pretty well until you start making mega-power. You will have to weld all the
brackets from the Vega rear to the S rear. Because the S rear is actually 1" narrower than the
Vega rear, you can work with backspacing to get a " tire in the fender without tubs! You also get
the five-lug pattern with the S rear. It is possible to use just the axles, ring, and pinion from an S
rear end with some changes to different bearings. Instead of using the whole rear end from an
S, you can also just use the axles from an early '80's 2wd S You can only use 2-wheel drive
Chevy S and Blazer axles for a 5-lug upgrade. This makes a 5-bolt swap easy. Grab the larger
drums and backing plates from the S as well. Besides being larger, they are often finned better
cooling and some of them are aluminum lighter. This swap will only work with '76 and up 7. In
some cases the shorter axles result in the rear brake drums also 5-lug rubbing against the rear
backing plates dust covers around the edge where the drum meets the back cover. Then
smooth the edge with either a file or sandpaper. Later model to backing plates will be required
for this modification. The 7. You can either get a machine shop to enlarge this hole or use a
special pinion bearing and race. S rear end yoke, S drums if you use the S axles. If you reuse
the Vega axles, check if the carrier of the S is a spline unit. As with most all gear sets a specific
gear carrier is required for a specific range of gear sizes , so the carrier must be the correct
series for the gear set that you want. In other words, you need to know what series the carrier is
or what gears were installed on it from the factory. A 2-series carrier fits 3. The exception to this
is if you purchase custom gears specifically made to fit your specific carrier i. If you are at all
performance minded, you will probably want to have a positraction unit in your H-Body. Stock
posi rear ends for these cars are actually quite abundant, but can sometimes be pricey. You can
upgrade to a new or different posi carrier by getting a spline carrier of the right series for your
gears Auburn also makes an aftermarket posi unit for the 7. Also, the Camaro and S 7. I have
had a posi carrier from a Camaro 7. NOTE: Installing new gears requires setting the proper
pinion depth and carrier position. Doing this wrong will destroy your gears. Even the most
die-hard shade tree mechanics leave this to a professional. They are cast iron and must be
handled with care. Put a new crush sleeve on the pinion and install it in your 7. Set the preload
about 10 inch pounds with used bearings and set the carrier in place. Only once did a gearset
need to be reset. If the backlash is off. Subtract the amount you need in backlash reduction
from the right shim to move the ring gear deeper into the pinion. You MUST maintain the
preload on the side bearings. When properly set-up, you will have to pry the carrier out of the
housing and putting shims back in should not be easy either. My goal is to design a rear axle
assembly that will hold up to about horsepower. I looked at buying a bolt, but parts are too
expensive and hard to find. I looked at getting a Dana 44, but they were non-existent. The LS-1
based Firehawk outputs about rear-wheel horsepower, and offers a warranty to boot. Therefore,
a goal for a horsepower capable bolt seems attainable with this differential. Research indicated
that the Torsen is a direct bolt in to any 3-series bolt carrier. Thus, the Torsen should be able to
fit in my GT4 axle housing. Unfortunately, the GT4, being a pre axle, uses 26 spline axles
whereas the Torsen employs spline axles. Therefore, a new set of axles is in order. Moser
Engineering can cut a set of spline axles for the third-generation F-car or an H-body which are

much more capable of handling the high-torque demands of a performance application. Thus,
the Moser axles were chosen in favor of stock spline axles from a junkyard. There have been
reports of broken OEM axles squirting out onto the racetrack and I want to avoid this possibility.
The rear caliper pistons are 1. When you connect the brake lines to the rear calipers, make sure
you use some short flex hose because the caliper moves relative to the axle. The best method is
to use hard lines from the brake hose T to each end of the axle and weld a small bracket to hold
the line. Then use about 6 inches of flex line to the caliper. This flex line will have a banjo fitting
on the end and attach right to the caliper with a hollow bolt. This cover has a patented oil cooler
cast inside it. It catches gear oil as it is flung off the ring gear, and channels it through passages
in the differential cover to the holes on either side of the differential case: These holes, normally
used for case spreading, open up into the axle tubes on the other side of the differential
bearings. The oil is dumped into the axle tubes, where it flows both to the load bearing at the
wheels, and back into the differential case. Thus, your axle tubes become a method with which
excess heat is drawn out of the oil. The AAM cover is also nearly half an inch thick at the
mounting flanges, which should greatly increase the rigidity of the axle assembly. This should
further increase reliability of the gearing. One note: Mike Galda has just informed me that SLP is
now shipping a template that shows some grinding operations that you need to perform before
installing the differential. You need to grind a drain-back path for the oil. The OEM is a real
bargain, being virtually brand new, and already sporting bearings. The heavy-duty version is
brand new, without bearings, but comes with a cast aluminum differential cover from American
Axle and Machining AAM. The Torsen differentials are designed for use in a 3-series carrier. I
had a conversation with Richmond engineers a few months ago on the reliability of their 7. I
wanted to know if it could hold up to horsepower and they said that horsepower was "pushing
it", but that a stud girdle would help greatly in preserving gear life. Richmond claims that the
biggest flaw with the bolt design is the flexibility of the case. When under heavy load, the pinion
walks up the ring gear face, and forces the case apart. This totally throws off the gear
alignment, which causes premature gear failure. The key, according to Richmond, is to maintain
alignment by increasing case rigidity. They claim that a stud girdle, like the one offered by
Summit Racing equipment , or the TA Performance piece offered by Fast Toys , will "essentially
double" the gear life of a differential used under high load conditions. A stud girdle is a very
stiff cast aluminum differential cover, with studs that extend to the load bearing caps. It ties the
rear of the case to the bearing cap surface, greatly increasing rigidity. In any event, Richmond
said that the useful power range of a bolt stops at horsepower. Further conversations with
Steve Spohn along with Phillip Reddy concur with this assessment. They have both
experienced failures when power increased above HP, especially under launch with a modified
suspension and drag racing slicks. Troy QuikGTA hotmail. He has these suggestions on further
increasing the strength of the bolt:. Front Monza calipers are 2. Cross-drilled and slotted rotors
fare available from J. I got new bearings and seals from Autozone. The bushing adapters from
Bob Gumm are Loc-Tighted red and installed into the spindles. I used a plastic hammer to tap
them in to ensure they were seated - I didn't have to trim them. I had to install one lower ball
joint because of a boot tear. I got the tools from J. The spindles raise the front height by 1 inch.
It's definitely a good swap. Finding the Caddy in a yard will be the challenge-- I spent endless
hours in junkyards and Auto Zone trying to find a bolt in. You need the proportioning valve and
get the master cylinder for a core. I traded the core an Autozone for a rebuilt and replaced the
Monza stuff. To verify that it is a disc brake master, compare it to the Monza. It should have the
cast divider in the middle of the master and not biased to one side like the Monza is. It should
also be significantly taller to compensate for the additional fluid required for disc brakes. The
chrome Mr. Gasket cover also fits to add a custom touch. The calipers on the Caddy are similar
to the size we're using so the proportioning valve works well. The revised system stops the car
like you can't believe. If you would like one of our Balljoint Adapter kits, e-mail me at bobgumm
v8monza. You'll get a Balljoint Adapter Kit, a basic instruction package, and this web address
where you can always come back for more information and e-mail me any questions. Because
"stuff happens". These instructions are a compilation of my experience in this modification.
Your experience may differ. This kit in itself does not improve or degrade the braking
capabilities of the H-Body. However, through effective brake system tuning the braking ability of
the H-Body can be increased dramatically. If you find errors, have any suggestions, personal
experiences, or information you think would be useful here please e-mail me at bobgumm
v8monza. I won't be liable for any damage to equipment, injury to persons, errors in judgment,
or depletion of your finances. By using this product user accepts full responsibility for any
damage or injury to persons or property that may result from using this product. Hey, I gotta
protect myself. Keep in mind that front suspensions have very strong front springs that can
easily kill if not properly restrained usually the larger the engine, the stronger the springs and

the more dangerous. Take precautions to ensure that the springs are compressed and
restrained using a quality coil-spring compressor and a chain. Using a chain as a restraint could
mean the difference between life and death. If you don't plan on completely overhauling the
front suspension, inspect the front suspension before the swap to make sure it is in good shape
, that way you can replace all of the worn components during the swap. Concerns about
suspension geometry can be settled by looking at the parts to be used. Below is a picture of my
original H-Body 4-lug components compared to the S10 5-lug parts I installed. Keep in mind that
the S10 studs are metric and will require size 12X1. For you racers, you will want to get longer
lug studs so they will protrude past your open lug nuts length depends on wheel thickness.
NOTE: when using the adapters, you must use or later lower balljoints as the and earlier lower
balljoints are too small. All H-Body upper balljoints are the same size. Late model balljoints are
still available at your local parts store. Remove the 4-Lug Equipment. Set the parking brake, and
break the lug nuts loose on the front tires. Lift and support the vehicle using a lift or a hydraulic
jack and 4 jack-stands. The lift points are shown in the figure to the right. Place two jack- stands
under the vehicle so that they contact the forward sub-frame, place a jack-stand between the
lower balljoint and the outer tip of each lower control arm. If the vehicle still has an engine
installed the jack-stands will support the lower control arm and the vehicle's weight should
keep the coil-springs compressed. Coil-springs are very strong and may overcome the leverage
causing the springs to violently break free after balljoint nut removal with possible injury or
death resulting. Compress the coil springs before removing the balljoint nuts, and always use a
safety chain to restrain the coil springs. Remove the lug nuts, front rims and tires. You won't
need any of the factory equipment from the spindle out including the old brake lines , so don't
waste time removing the caliper and rotor. Using Vise-Grips, remove the brake line retaining clip
from behind the brake line support bracket. The brake line should now be free from the vehicle,
but should still be attached to the caliper. It should drop free with little effort, remove the nut
and lower the tie-rod end. Tap on the upper balljoint tip and it should also easily break free,
remove the nut and lift the upper control arm and swing the upper part of the spindle out from
under the balljoint. Now the lower balljoint must be freed. Usually a balljoint fork is required to
free the lower balljoint, especially since the lower control arm is being supported by one of the
jackstands. So tapping it with a hammer will not be effective. Using a balljoint fork, separate the
spindle from the lower balljoint. Carefully lift and remove the spindle assembly from the vehicle.
Now would be a good time to replace any faulty front-end components since the next step
involves prepping and installing the S10 or GM G-Body parts. Remember, before installing the
modified spindles or later H-Body lower balljoints are required. Vega's lower balljoints are
smaller and will not work. Preparing the S10 components. Disassemble the S10 components,
clean them, and inspect them for wear, damage, cracks, and corrosion. Once the parts are
cleaned and all rust is removed, use a treatment that will stop any rust that may have been
missed and prep the surface for paint. After the spindles have been painted and dried, it's time
to install the balljoint adapters. The adapters are simple looking pieces made of mild heat
treatable steel heat-treated steel not required that act as spacers between the balljoint and the
larger hole of the S10 spindle. They eliminate the need to modify the control arms to accept the
S10 balljoints. This makes this kit a solution that requires no modification of the control arms,
saves you time and money, and allows restoration back to 4-lug if desired. The large adapters
are for the lower balljoints and the small adapters are for the upper balljoints. Test fit the
adapters first to ensure you have the correct adapter for the hole you're working on and that the
corresponding balljoint on the car fits as well. Again, the lower adapters are the large ones and
the upper adapters are smaller. Remember, you must use or later lower balljoints. Balljoints for
earlier model H-Bodies are too small. This may cause deformation of the adapter to occur. Once
the adapters are installed, they should NOT protrude from the small side of each hole. The
adapters in this picture grossly exaggerate the condition for illustration purposes only. You may
trim the protruding ends of the adapters so that they are flush with the spindles factory surfaces
on each side of both ends large end of each hole only. This will result in some flash inside the
adapter hole. Using a utility knife or other suitable method remove the flash and bevel the sharp
edges. Touch-up the spindle ends with another coat of paint and allow to dry before installation.
Installation is the reverse of removal. Tip - install the balljoints so that the cotter pin hole is
easily accessible from either side of the spindle. That will make installing and removing the
cotter pins much easier. Brakelines and Master Cylinder. Attaching the new brake hardware to
your existing H-Body brake system is a challenge, but one easily tackled with some ingenuity.
As can be seen here, the brake hose to brake line bracket has keyways in it. As luck would have
it, the keyway is just the opposite of what it needs to be and swapping the brackets won't solve
the problem as they are both keyed the same. The top-left picture shows the side that the brake
hose must mate to shown mated in the top-right picture. The lower-left picture shows the

backside of the bracket with the factory Monza brake hose inserted into the keyed hole. The
Monza brake hose is too short to reach the S10 brake caliper requiring a set of new 15" long
hoses with an end shaped like the bottom-right image. Both brake lines are originally designed
for the Chevy Nova. So if you can't find these, ask for '76 Nova lines. Modify the bracket using a
small fine toothed file. Note the new keyway on the bottom left brake hose side of bracket
shown. The right picture shows the side facing the brake hose with the new key at the 7 O'clock
position. Once the brake lines are installed, you're ready for the master cylinder. I've been told
later model H-Bodies and later that came from the factory with vented front rotors have a larger
master cylinder and it doesn't need to be swapped. If you do need to swap your master cylinder,
the G-Body and S10 or some F-Body master cylinders are the best as far as I can tell. But the
G-Body reservoir will not work because it is tilted forward see picture - lower right. Otherwise,
you'll ruin the paint when the brake fluid spills out during servicing and you'll never get it FULL
again. Don't forget to get the S10 proportioning valve as well or install an aftermarket adjustable
proportioning valve or your brake bias will be incorrect resulting in malfunctioning brakes.
NOTE: H-Bodies originally equipped with vented rotors usually and later are reported to have
the correct brake proportioning. S10 Type. Notice how it's tilted forward. The larger S10 front
brakes will greatly enhance your vehicle's braking ability. Mounting the 15" X 6" Centerlines
equipped with 6. Only the Vega Manual Gearbox is smaller and shorter than the others. The
steering column shaft is at least 2 inches different in length. There is no way one could "make it
fit". The Vega manual center link is different where it connects to the Pitman arm. For a
Vega-to-Vega conversion, this will cause the center link to either rub on the oil pan, if you go
power to manual, or rub on the K-frames if you go manual to power. Mine did, till I changed the
center link. All the couplings are keyed, so they should only go together in one orientation.
Make sure you have the correct pitman arm. The whole steering mechanism pitman arm, center
link, etc. The steering box internal stops will most likely not allow the rest of the steering to hit
those external stops. The S spindles have longer tierod arms. It may rub at one point from lock
to lock right when the Pitman is lined up with the steering box with the front wheels straight.
You can't feel it in the steering wheel but it rubs enough to cause the tierod to deflect a slight
amount. When I changed my idler arm that there was an adjustment that you could do by
turning the arm while holding the part that bolts to the frame that would effectively raises or
lowers that end of the idler arm and centerlink. The objective is to have the centerlink level on
both ends, you don't want one end higher than the other or it could screw up your geometry.
This may be a possible reason why the centerlink is rubbing. If you just bolted the idler arm on
the way it came out of the box without performing this adjustment this might cause rubbing.
The columns interchange, but you'll need the right coupling for the steering box, and the
ignition switch must be rotated degrees. Any tilt column will work. Just make sure you get the
column coupler shaft that connects to the steering gear box. The tilts I have found are on power
steering cars. If you don't have power steering I don't you have to make a coupler from the
upper part from a tilt column and the lower from the standard steering shaft. Different shaft
lengths can be manipulated to get what you need in a column or steering gear box swap. I have
a manual steering car that I transplanted a tilt column into. I took the manual column shaft and
the tilt column short shaft and combined them. The columns are hollow and have a telescoping
feature. You heat the shafts up with a propane torch and slide them apart. You then take the top
and bottom halves that you want to keep and combine them. I relocated two of the alignment
holes, and injected nylon hot glue from my wife's glue gun back into the column to fasten it
back together, thus restoring the collapsing feature. Don't weld the column back together as
you will be defeating the collapsing feature! All you really need is the shaft pieces. It makes it
easier than finding the appropriate pieces, which can be hard to find especially in the case of a
manual to tilt column swap as most tilt columns came in power cars. OK all, here is the scoop
on how to retrofit a set of 68 Camaro motor mounts to your V8 Monza. However, there is one
catch. First, you must be willing to hack up your original V8 motor mounts. If you don't want to
do this then there are other options. Second, you must take your time doing what I will explain.
Let's get started. You first need to have full access to your motor mounts this means removing
headers, etc. You then place your car on jack stands, making certain the car is level from side to
side. Next, measure from the block each side to the floor, logging these measurements. Now,
place a flat piece of wood on a jack and slightly lift on the engine at the oil pan. Unbolt the
motor mounts from the mounting pads not the block. Now, remove old mounts from engine
block. Now comes the scary part. First, drill apart the 3 rivets that hold the flat plate of the block
side of the motor mount and the clamshell that holds the rubber portion together. Separate the
two halves, giving you better access to the loop of the mount. You are going to cut with a steel
cutoff wheel in a die grinder or drill motor your original motor mounts at the "bend" on each leg
where the leg bends going into the rubber portion of the mount not the nut end of the leg. It is

critical that you cut as close to the bend as possible. Be careful to not cut downward from the
bend on the leg too far towards the welded nut end. You will need as much of these legs as you
can get. Now, bolt the Camaro motor mounts to the block. Re-measure your distance from the
block to the floor and match the height to your earlier measurements. Next, bolt the cut off
"legs" in their position on the motor mount pads the pads on the unibody portion, not the block.
Maneuver the legs into the proper position install the bolts, but just finger tight on the pads and
line them up so that the holes in the sides of the Camaro motor mounts will provide the most
"meat" on the legs to hold the motor once you drill the holes in the legs. So, to rephrase, you
are using the "legs" of your original mounts, drilling holes in them to line up with the side holes
in the Camaro motor mounts and using grade 8 or grade 5 bolts and lock washers to bolt it all
together. The best way to get the markings on the insides of the "legs" of where to drill the
holes is to use a 90 degree bent pick and scribe through the holes in the Camaro mounts onto
the "legs" of your original mounts. Once you have the locations scribed of where you are going
to drill the holes, simply unbolt the legs, drill the holes, put the legs back in place and bolt it all
together. There you have it--simple, straightforward and cheap. However, if you are afraid to cut
your V8 mounts ask yourself what is better: Driving with loose, floppy motor mounts or having
new rubber motor mounts. Finally, for those of you who are concerned about the strength of
this set up, I am running a horse , with 3. This set up is the best thing I have done to my Monza.
Also, I recommend that you put Energy Suspension's polygraphite transmission mount in while
you are under the car. Once all this is done your V8 hbody will be solid and secure. This method
totally removes the baffle and replaces the stock elbow with the larger Camaro 1LE
non-air-conditioned intake elbow. The 1LE elbow doesn't have the hole in top like the Impala
does, and doesn't have the hole in the bottom like the air-conditioned Camaros and Firebirds
have. The '94 elbow has no provision for the vent tube from the OptiSpark distributor, while the
'95 has a connector in the top for it. The '94 can be modified to accept the vent hose by
puncturing it on the bottom. The Camaro elbow is wider than the Impala elbow and can thus
flow more air. They are slightly expensive since they include the MAT sensor. This method is
recommended for those looking for maximum flow into their engines and are willing to pay the
price to keep only GM parts in the engine. Weld a pin to mount the cable on the Monza shifter it
was a rod type shifter at the same distance found in step one 3. Wiring an In-Dash Tachometer
to the LT1 Once it fits in well, make sure the wires are routed so that they'll dangle into the area
below the instrument panel and replace the bezel. The wires for the tach should be dangling
down there, or at least accessible from under and behind the instrument panel. Installing a
four-way connector here would be a good idea in case you ever need to remove the tach. Tap in
a "dimming" or "lights on" signal. The any of the dash lights have both a dimming lead and a
ground wire going to its light. The wires are also free enough to work with. The grey wire is the
dimming wire, and the black wire is the ground. To get power to the tach, you might want to tap
into one of the orange wires at the bottom of the fuse box. Check a shop manual for details: you
want one that is only hot during run. To get the actual tachometer lead hooked up, you need to
route it through the firewall using a factory, unused grommet. Use a sharp point to poke a hole
in the plug in the firewall, and then squeeze the 18 gauge wire through it. You might have to fish
it through using a coathanger or something. The tachometer can take its signal from the black
and white wire negative terminal at the coil pack on the front of the LH cylinder head.
Alternatively, another member has plugged the lead into fourth, unused female terminal on the
coil. The both go to the same spot. Another good place to get a tach signal would be from the
PCM connector pin A The wires should be inserted inside of factory ribbed conduit. You can cut
a short length and route to one of the factory conduits from the firewall grommet, or route a new
conduit all the way to the coil pack. Caution: 1 Do not use a torch to cut the springs, as the heat
will ruin them. It needs to fit back in the spring pockets on both ends of the spring. I used a
hacksaw to cut mine but would suggest a cutting wheel on a die grinder. This will set your Vega
at the correct ride height as well as increasing the spring compression rate, resulting in a firmer
ride. I really liked the results. Addco sells swaybars for most cars. KYB sells GR-2 velocity
sensitive shocks. What is a good road racing or autocross suspension setup? Not too much
here for specifics, but basic ideas: If you have an early car, convert to the later torque arm
suspension. Sticky tires duh. Stiffer springs. Polyurethane bushings on panhard rod or upper
control arms and lower control arms. NOTE: Using poly bushings on both ends of the control
arm will cuase binding--use regular rubber on one end. Polyurethane bushings up front too!
Negative camber. Zero toe. As much caster as you can get. Swapping the upper A-arms side to
side can give you a lot of caster. Click Refresh to see changes or updates. Optimized for x
screen resolution. To search for a word or phrase in any of my web sites, press CTRL and F to
open the Find dialog box in your web browser. Although every effort has been taken to check
the accuracy of information contained herein, I cannot assume responsibility for any

inaccuracies or errors in this website. Scroll down the website or jump down to If there's no tag
or decal on the engine, or if the flywheel shroud has been replaced with one from another
engine, then there's no way of knowing the exact replacement parts or the year of the engine.
All you'll know is the model, specification and year of the flywheel shroud itself. Therefore, the
best way to find the size and model of Kohler engine is to remove the cylinder head and
measure the bore and stroke. Otherwise, they are like the small and big block Chevy V8's, there
is no way of knowing for sure simply by looking at it on the outside. Therefore, I don't
recommend doing this. More version codes further down. Kohler changed the "0" to "1" or "2"
at the end of the model number to indicate that it's a one or two cylinder engine. Version Codes
for Kohler K-series and Magnum Single- and Twin-Cylinder Engines - These are the letter s
immediately following the engine model number, indicating the type of engine. The three
numbers and letter following the first two numbers not shown below are the specific variation of
the engine to meet OEM equipment specifications. No information is available from Kohler to
what these numbers represent. Engine model codes with a 4th digit of 5 or greater denote
Magnum engines. The K engine which is actually the K followed in No serial numbers are
available these early model engines. In , Kohler expanded into the recreational vehicle market
by beginning to produce 2-cylinder snowmobile engines. In , Kohler revealed new style and
improvements through the Magnum series, complete with electronic ignition and "superior" air
filtration. Letter code. E 1 7 2 4 5 2 example I f seven numbers, use the first two digits. See note
10 below STD. See note 3 below New 2. See note 1 below. See note 5 below New 3. New Bore
See note 10 below. New Bore See note 10 below - -. Higher RPMs creates more heat due to
friction, which causes greater expansion of parts. Also, when boring or honing for piston
clearance, it's important to check the ring end gaps and gap them according to Kohler's specs.
NOTE 2 - Champion spark plugs or equivalent. NOTE 3 - Measure just below oil ring groove and
at right angles to wrist pin. NOTE 6 - Top and center compression rings. NOTE 7 - Measure just
below oil ring groove and at right angles to wrist pin. NOTE 8 - Compression ratio depends on
which cylinder head is used. NOTE 9 - Use the lesser clearance is for a valve that have been ran
for a while, and use the greater clearance is for fresh reground valve faces and seats As the
valve and seat wear into each other, the clearance will be lessened. Plus, the faster idle speed
allows the crankcase oil to lubricate the internal moving parts better. NOTE 12 - Use feeler
gauge to set points gap at. New 1. See note 3 below New See note 6 below 2. See note 4 below
New - 3. See note 1 below -. New Bore See note 7 below -. See note 4 below New See note 6
below 2. See note 1, 6 below. New Bore See note 7 below. NOTE 3 - Measure just below oil ring
and at right angles to wrist pin. NOTE 5 - Top and center compression rings. NOTE 6 - Use the
lesser clearance for a valve that have been ran for a while, and use the greater clearance for
fresh reground valve faces and seats. As the valve and seat wear into each other, the clearance
will be lessened. Used in. Capscrew Bolt in. Grade 5 - in. Grade 8 - in. This allow for proper
tightness so bolts won't loosen later. Used rods: Torque to in. NOTE 4 - To prevent rod bolts
from loosening, install a split lock washer on each bolt and then torque to specs. Posi-Lock
flange nuts doesn't require a lock washer. NOTE 6 - Flywheel and crankshaft tapers must be
clean and dry. Spark Plugs in. Cylinder Head Flywheel Nut ft. Grass Screen in. Oil Pan
Aluminum - 30 ft. Cast Iron - 35 ft. Camshaft Nut 40 ft. Closure Plate 30 ft. Tensile Strength: 85,
P. Tensile Strength: , P. High Strength Material: [] Stainless Steel. Kohler Engine Service and
Repair Manuals Contains all the information needed to disassemble, repair and reassemble your
Kohler engine. There are many variations in bolt patterns and PTO flange configurations
between these blocks. Before replacing an engine block and if possible, the best thing to do is
have the original engine rebuilt, then all the original accessories will attach to the original block
with no modifications. But if the original engine block is not rebuildable and damaged beyond
repair, another block of the same type specification number will need to be acquired. If
interested in purchasing a bare block, please email me several detailed, sharp pictures of your
original engine block taken at all sides so I match it to one I may have in stock. Packaged
shipping weight for each bare block is 45 lbs. All of these blocks have an exhaust valve
diameter of 1. These have a thicker cylinder wall than ordinary K blocks. There are no other
major differences between these two blocks. These blocks have the same size valves, and most
external parts will interchange. Due to the smaller cubic inch displacement, which lessens the
amount of air that enters the engine, theses engines use a Carter or Kohler 26, or Walbro 52 1.
The early K blocks have an exhaust valve diameter of 1. Most Magnum blocks are wide base,
and very few are narrow base. The very early K 10hp blocks have no indentation for installing an
upper mount gear starter mounting bolts are below the starter motor. Also, some of these older
blocks with flanges have no holes drilled for converting to a narrow base oil pan. But holes can
be drilled and tapped. Some blocks have either a drilled or threaded oil dipstick tube hole next
to the cylinder, above the crankcase, while others have no hole present. Some blocks have

provisions for a starter-side oil dipstick tube, and some don't. Some blocks came with
counterbalance gears and some didn't. Some have expansion plugs where balance gear stub
shafts can be installed, and although certain blocks have the bosses, some have no holes
drilled for the stub shafts. All Kohler Magnum blocks have no provisions for ignition points.
Some blocks have two threaded holes for installing an exhaust pipe flange, and some don't.
Some blocks have provisions to install a mechanical fuel pump, and some don't. Some blocks
have different bolt patterns on the PTO end, and Gravely blocks have a raised circular flange.
See below. Some K blocks with K embossed on the PTO end have a thicker cylinder wall, and
some K blocks without the K embossing have an ordinary thickness cylinder wall. The 12 fin K
blocks have an ordinary thickness cylinder wall, and the 13 fin K blocks have a thicker cylinder
wall. The Magnum engines are basically the same engine as the K-series. The main differences
are, besides the sheet metal that covers the block, the Magnum has solid state ignition, a fixed
main jet Walbro carburetor and the starter fastens to the bearing plate instead of the engine
block. And there are no provisions for using ignition points. Most of the external and all the
internal parts are interchangeable, and most aftermarket high performance parts are
interchangeable with either engine. These all basically have the same external dimensions, with
the exception of the 16hp, which has a larger cylinder. Kohler engines are like the Chevrolet
small block or big block V8's. The main difference with Kohler engines is the bolt patterns on
the PTO end of the block. Each block is made specifically for the garden tractor or lawn and
garden equipment it goes in. When replacing an engine block with another, make sure the bolt
pattern matches that of the original block so the PTO accessories, braces and brackets can be
bolted on with no modifications. The majority of the Magnum hp single cylinder engines have
flanges at the base. Therefore, the block will need to be converted into a narrow base by cutting
off the flanges on each side and then cut new threads in the holes in the block for the narrow oil
pan. I make these. Everything else should fit in the tractor with no problems. Only eight models
of the hp Kohler Magnum single cylinder cast iron block engines was manufactured as a narrow
base. The specification numbers for these are as follows: M10, specification 's , Cub Cadet
model ; M12, specification 's , , Cub Cadet model ; M14, specification 's , ; and M16,
specification All other hp Magnum engine block specification numbers are a wide base. Any
Kohler Magnum single cylinder hp engine would be excellent to pull with. The only problem is,
being these come with solid state ignition, with no provision for ignition points, if a steel
flywheel is going to be used, a crank trigger ignition system will be needed, too. Also, if the
engine has counterbalance gears, they will definitely need to be removed because one or the
other could break, destroying the block and other parts. For most engines, it does absolutely no
good to reinstall them. Most Kohler engines don't come with them and in most engines, they do
very little to reduce engine vibration. When left out, the engine should not vibrate more than
usual. Being balance gears are made of cast iron material and operate [out of balance] on a
single, narrow needle bearing for support, they've been known to break and destroy the
crankshaft, camshaft and engine block. I've seen this happen to a good engine a few times.
Therefore, I highly recommend leaving them out. The only difference in these baffles is the M10,
M12 and M14 all share the same baffles over the cylinder head and on the cylinder, and the M16
use different larger baffles. And when installing the bearing plate, the cam pin hole will need to
be sealed with clear RTV silicone adhesive sealant because the Magnum bearing plate will not
cover the hole. By the way - I've always preferred to use clear RTV silicone adhesive sealant for
three reasons: Due to metal warpage which is unavoidable in most cases , gaskets don't always
seal the irregularities and imperfections between mating surfaces, especially thin metal covers;
being it's an adhesive, it bonds parts together, forming a leak-proof seal; and being it's clear, a
thin bead of silicone makes for a clean and professional-looking repair job. It can't be easily
seen or noticed between the parts. FYI - Solid state ignition provides a more stable ignition
timing than points ignition. The ignition timing for a K-series engine is less stable because the
points operate off the camshaft, which has a tendency to "move around" a few thousandths of
an inch while the engine is running, which effects the ignition timing. Flywheel-triggered
ignition timing, such as the Magnum solid state ignition, is more stable because it operates off
the crankshaft, which doesn't "move around" as much as the camshaft. One thing is lessened
and another is gained with either ignition system. If there's signs of oil leakage between the
pushrod area OHV models and V-twins , this means the head s are warped and needs to be
resurfaced on a wide, flat sanding disc to remove the warpage and restore flatness. Resurfacing
the cylinder heads on a wide, flat belt sander to remove warpage and restore flatness works
best. Because if only new head gaskets are installed, the possibly of a leaking head gasket still
exist. Once the heads are properly resurfaced, new gaskets installed and the head bolts are
torqued to specs, the heads should not warp and leak again. Also, look at the top edge of the
piston s. If the carbon deposits is washed off and there's oil on top of the pistons, then this

means the piston and rings are worn. And run the piston s down in the cylinder and look and
feel with your fingers for any scratches or score lines on the cylinder walls. If there are
scratches or score lines and they're deep enough to catch your fingernail on , the cylinder s will
need to be bored to the next oversize and new matching oversize piston and rings will need to
be installed. If the seller refuse to allow the engine to be internally examined, then perhaps it'll
be best not to purchase it. Because once the seller has your money, all you might have is some
scrap metal on your hands. The cylinder with the partially clogged jet will run hotter than
normal, which can cause the piston rings to lose their expansion against the cylinder wall. The
cylinder head can also warp and valve seats can loosen and fall out of their counterbore. This is
why most pullers prefer to use a single barrel carburetor. Also, most OEM OHV V-twin aluminum
engine blocks will "bend and twist" just a few thousands of an inch when hot and under
competition pulling stress and strain. This cause them to lose valuable compression because
the valves become unseated and the piston rings lose partial contact against the cylinder wall.
Not to mention the main radial ball bearings are also put into a bind on the crankshaft when
under the stress and strain of pulling. Click the picture below to see what can happen to a
Kohler hp Command V-twin engine when used for pulling. The bolts securing the closure plate
to the crankcase made the closure plate totally dependent on the bolts only for rigidity, and the
gasket acted as a cushion. The gasket allowed the closure plate to "move around" a few
thousandths of an inch against the bolts independently of the crankcase. When the crankcase
and closure plate were "moving around" against each other, this caused the gasket to "flatten
out" and become thinner, which allowed the bolts to loosen slightly. The bolts did not rotate
counterclockwise to loosen, they lost their torque again the metal. Cast iron engine blocks on
the other hand hold their shape a lot better when hot and under stress. Aluminum engines work
best for conditions that doesn't place them in a lot of stress. Such as ATVs, racing go-karts,
racing lawn mowers, etc. Because there's fresh air moving over the engine, keeping the metal
cool, and the block isn't being strained by the vehicle pulling a heavy load. This is why the cast
iron block Kohler engines work best for competition pulling. I think that Kohler is the best
engine for pulling. They're the "Chevrolet" of garden tractor pulling engines you know what I
mean. Because cast iron is able to "hold its shape," handle high operating temperatures, severe
stress, high compression and at high RPM or at wide open throttle. This is why most riding
mowers, lawn tractors and lawn and garden tractors have aluminum block engines. And most
garden tractors have a cast iron engine block. In addition, on the cast iron block single cylinder
Briggs and Stratton and Tecumseh engines, the valve stems are parallel to the cylinder. This
means that the valve heads set further away from the piston. Therefore, the other engines can't
build up as much compression as Kohler engines can. Plus, they can't flow as much air in and
out of the combustion chamber at high RPM or at wide open throttle , like Kohler engines can. If
the crankcase is building up too much air pressure in an OHV aluminum block engine, and
blowing oil out the crankcase breather, then chances are, the cylinder heads are warped. This is
a common thing with virtually all seasoned OHV aluminum block engines. The heads become
warped between the pushrods because there's no head bolt there to apply pressure against the
head gasket. To fix the warped heads, remove the heads, resurface them on a wide flat sanding
belt or large diameter disc sander to remove the warpage and restore flatness. Be sure to clean
the metal fragments from the heads, deburr the edge of the combustion chamber to prevent any
hot spots, install the heads with new head gaskets, torque the head bolts to specs, and readjust
the valves. Being the metal has already taken shape from normal engine heat for the first time,
the heads should not warp again for the life of the engine. That's why cast iron Kohler engines
work best for competition pulling. This is why riding mowers, lawn tractors, lawn and garden
tractors all have aluminum block engines. And most garden and larger tractors have a cast iron
engine block. How to Repair a Worn Crankshaft Main Bearing Surface in a Kohler Command
CH-series Engine Block - When the crankshaft main bearing aluminum surface in a Kohler
Command block is worn beyond specifications, the hole can be precision-bored for installation
of a bearing bronze bushing, then the I. And then either a drilled hole or a channeled groove will
need to be machined in the bushing for lubrication. I haven't performed this type of repair yet,
but I talked to several reputable machinists who have done this with excellent results. The frame
of the tractor would need to be modified and heavily reinforced to support the engines, too.
With two engines installed inline, one behind the other with the flywheel on each engine facing
forward, with the crankshafts direct-coupled together, it'll be better to use the The reason it'll be
better for the engines to be side by side is because less weight will be on the front of the
tractor, and more weight will be transferred to the rear tires when pulling for netter traction. For
the side by side engines to drive the tractor, a heavy duty centrifugal clutch with 40 sprocket
teeth would need to be installed on each engine crankshaft, with two 40 sprockets, one offset of
the other, installed on the driveshaft, which will act as a mainshaft. Pillow block bearings will

need to be used to support the driveshaft. The centrifugal clutches will act like a stall torque
converter, much like in an automotive automatic transmission. The centrifugal clutches will
disengage at idling speed 1, RPM , and the carburetors can be easily adjusted or synchronized
without one running engine interfering with the other, unlike in a "direct-coupled together"
configuration. The oil pump delivers oil to the main bearings and camshaft bearings at
approximately 5 PSI. Lubrication for the connecting rod journals is provided by oil sprayed from
two small holes drilled in the camshaft in alignment with the connecting rods. The main
bearings are under pressurized oil, but the connecting rod journals receive oil that's constantly
sprayed through drilled holes in an oil passageway in the camshaft. The wear amount increases
the oil clearance between the journal and bearing oil clearance should be. When rebuilding
either engine, the crankshaft main journals and perhaps rod journals, too should be reground if
worn beyond OEM Kohler specifications and new undersize main bearings should be installed.
If the crankshaft main journals are worn beyond specifications, the main journals can be
reground to. The rod journals can only be reground to. In most cases, it's cost-prohibitive to
have a worn or heavily scored crank journal welded up and reground back to STD size. Also, on
these engines, one main journal can be reground undersize if it's worn beyond specifications
mostly likely the PTO end , and the other most likely the flywheel end can remain STD size if it's
within specifications. STD size or. The reason Kohler didn't provide provisions for an oil filter
on the KT17 and KT19 first design engines is because again, being these engines produce
about 5 PSI oil pressure, there wouldn't be enough oil pressure to pump through the filter and
then to the main bearings and spray on the rod journals. Sometimes some of the wear
fragments do not drain out with the oil when performing an oil change, even when the oil is hot.
The crankcase oil should be changed once a year or every 25 hours of run time. Be sure to use
high quality 10W30 or 10W40 motor oil, too. Fresh high detergent motor oil containing a high
zinc content anti-wear additive, such as ZDDP Zinc dithiophosphate is cheaper than a new
engine or an engine rebuild. The " hybrid " engine combination of parts will undoubtedly have
much higher oil pressure to spray more oil on the connecting rod journals, and it can have an
oil filter, for longer engine life. Unless the PTO end can be machined shorter for use with the
horizontal shaft engine's particular application. Be sure to apply high strength liquid
threadlocker Red Loctite or Permatex on the threads of the Allen set screws to secure them in
the crankshaft. Also, tighten the set screws securely, and make sure the end of the set screw is
below the surface of the main journals. Doing this would allow more oil to be sprayed on the 2
rod and less oil on the 1 rod. Advertisement: If you would like to purchase any of the parts or
services listed in this website, please contact A-1 Miller's Performance Enterprises W. Old Plank
Rd. Columbia, MO Missouri USA Phone: shop cell; text or when leaving a voice message, please
speak slowly and clearly. Please call Monday-Friday, except holidays, 9am to 5pm, Central time
zone. If no answer, please try again later. When speaking with Brian, please be patient because I
stutter. E-mail: pullingtractor aol. When you call, text, email or visit our shop, you will be dealing
directly with the owner for the best customer service. A-1 Miller's shop is open to the public
from 9am to 5pm, including weekends, except holidays. Please call before coming so I'll be here
waiting for your arrival. Five times stronger than competitor's ceramic ferrite magnet and resists
demagnetization. Plugs listed below can be used on various other makes and models of
transmissions, transaxles, gearboxes and small engines. Tapered threads requires no sealing
gasket or sealant, and threads will not strip out when tightened. To avoid cracking oil pan, do
not over-tighten! When in doubt, use plumber's thread sealing tape to insure proper sealing of
threads to prevent a possible oil leak. Universal application. Sometimes some of the ferrous
wear fragments settle to the bottom of the oil pan and do not drain out with the oil when
performing an oil change, even when the oil is hot. The engine will last much longer due to
cleaner oil. A-1 Miller part. Discontinued from Kohler. Replaces Kohler part X High quality
aftermarket. Replaces Kohler part XS. Not available from Kohler. Comes with fiber sealing
gasket. Replaces Kohler part Attracts and removes ferrous metallic wear fragments from the
lubricating oil inside an engine that does not have an oil pump with an oil filter, or inside a
transmission, transaxle or gearbox to lessen wear and noise to gears and bearings. Some of the
ferrous metal wear fragments settle to the bottom of the oil pan or engine block and do not
drain out with the oil when performing an oil change, even when the oil is hot. Install magnet in
bottom of oil pan away from the oil dipper and any moving parts, or in bottom of a transmission,
transaxle or gearbox away from rotating gears and any moving parts. Use caution when
handling! Can be difficult to remove from a steel or cast iron surface, are very brittle and can
break easily if mishandled. An ingenious and innovative concept by Brian Miller. Please accept
no advertised copycat products of this kind. But I do appreciate them acknowledging my
intelligence. Dimensions: 20mm x 10mm x 2mm. Use in confined spaces, such as the deep
sump oil pan for Cub Cadet garden tractor engines. Round Magnet. Dimensions: 25mm x 2mm.

Use in wide, open spaces or flat bottom oil pans. High quality aftermarket universal oil filter. Fits
most popular small engines. Has anti-drain back valve to minimize dry engine starts.
Dimensions: 3. General use oil filter. Specifications: psi pressure relief; 29 microns. Replaces
Briggs and Stratton part Vanguard. OEM Kohler part 12 S. Heavy duty use oil filter. OEM Kohler
part 52 S1. Extended use oil filter. OEM Kohler part S. Oil Filter Adapter Kit. Adding an oil filter
helps the engine last longer between oil changes by filtering out small metallic fragments and
contaminants. Metal flake looks good in paint, not in oil. Kit includes: Cast aluminum oil filter
adapter, two Allen head mounting bolts and mounting gasket. OEM Kohler part 82 S. The Full
Pressure Lubrication System delivers oil to the crankshaft bearings, camshaft journals, and
connecting rod journals at approximately PSI. A spring-loaded pressure relief valve, located in
the engine crankcase, behind the closure plate, regulates and limits the maximum oil pressure
in the system. The crankshaft is cross-drilled for oil passages from the main journals to the
connecting rod journals, and both the main bearings and connecting rod bearing surfaces
receive full lubrication from an oil passageway in the block through the crankshaft. If there's no
oil filter on a KT17 Series II, KT19 Series II or any Magnum twin cylinder engine oil adapter port
blocked off , it's still important to change the oil on a regular basis with these engines, too.
Again, fresh oil is cheaper than an engine or engine rebuild. Another way to tell which engine is
which without completely disassembling the engine to see the crankshaft and camshaft for oil
holes is by the engine specification numbers. The specification numbers follows the engine
model number on the affixed sticker or label. The specification numbers for the KT17 first
design engines are and lower. The specification numbers for the KT19 first design are and
lower. KT21 engines - All specification numbers The Kohler KT17 first design and KT19 first
design engine cylinders are similar to the MV16, M18 and MV18 cylinders, but does not have the
bosses for mounting the solid state ignition coil bracket. There's also an obvious difference in
the shape of the fins that's close to the crankcase. FYI- Boring the cylinders to a maximum of.
What increases engine torque substantially is using a crankshaft with a longer stroke. Click or
tap here for an explanation of why a longer stroke works better. But these engines isn't capable
of this. Nothing else may be needed to be done to the engine, except for perhaps perform a
professional valve job and tune-up. Or better yet, install electronic ignition. Also, many twin
cylinder engines have inadequate valve clearances and this robs the engine of proper operation
and valuable power. Set the valve clearances at. After performing the tune-up and resetting the
valve clearances to factory specifications, the engine should start quicker, idle better,
accelerate with less hesitation and produce more power and torque at any RPM. And I wouldn't
recommend using a cast iron block Kohler flathead engine on a motorcycle or any lightweight
recreational vehicle. For reasons being, not only is the Kohler engines made of cast iron, which
is extremely heavy compared to an aluminum block [V-twin or motorcycle] engine, the cast iron
block Kohler are also flathead engines. They're designed for torque, or lugging power, and even
if built to the max, a Kohler flathead would be VERY sluggish upon take-off and lack adequate
power when accelerated, especially on hills. The vehicle would have to be geared so low, it
wouldn't be any fun enjoyment or for practical use. This is why all newer motorcycles, ATVs,
and other lightweight recreational vehicle engines have a short stroke for speed , made of
aluminum, with an OHV design, to be quick, lightweight and produce lots of power. To make this
happen, the oil pickup hole on the oil pump side of the MV18 or MV20 crankcase will need to be
tapped for threads and plugged with an Allen pipe plug or a short bolt with sealant. The
variations are the number of engine models that was manufactured by Kohler. FYI - Some
people confuse a vertical shaft engine with a horizontal shaft engine, and vice-verse. But it's the
position of the crankshaft that determines if it's a vertical or horizontal shaft engine. Otherwise,
they would be called a vertical piston engine and horizontal piston engine, which is the wrong
terminology. Drill the oil drain-back holes in the corners of the cylinder heads near the valve
train so the oil can drain back down in the oil pan. The oil pump must be changed pickup tubes
are different. The vertical shaft engine has no horizontal mounting holes on the block. They are
on the sump cover. So a couple of L-shaped engine mounting plates must be fabricated to
convert the block into a horizontal shaft and mount the engine in the tractor frame. Various
holes in the block must be blocked off drain holes are different, etc. The intake manifold, throttle
linkage and carburetor will also need to be swapped. Everything else on the engine should work
with no modifications. The PTO end of the crankshaft will be a little long, being it's made for a
vertical shaft engine. But it'll still work just fine in the horizontal position. FYI - The big price
difference in horizontal vs vertical shaft engines is based on supply and demand. Equipment
that require a vertical shaft engine are more plentiful, such as lawn mowers, riding mowers, etc.
Therefore, whenever small engine equipment use a vertical shaft engine, this brings down the
cost of production of the engine. Equipment that require a horizontal shaft engine are rare
nowadays. Therefore, the price on these engines are higher. Some manufacturers convert their

products, such as logsplitters, for use with a vertical shaft engine. This allow them to sell their
equipment at a lower price, due to the lower cost engine. By the way - I don't build high
performance V-twin engines and I know very little how to improve the performance of them
because no one here in Missouri pulls them. Contact them and perhaps they can help you.
Output ranges from 25 to 42hp. Modified engine weight is around 80 lbs. He supplies engines
for some of the fastest Cushmans in the National Champion lawn mower racers, tractor pullers,
Class Champion scale sprint cars, ATV's, hunting boat upgrades, etc. All of his engines are
non-governed and include solenoid shift, high torque starters. Sorry, he doesn't have a manual
or any printed literature E-mail: pki trellis. Frank Edwards of Galax, VA. Kawasaki water cooled
V-Twin garden tractor high performance. Selling performance parts and building complete
pulling engines. Call for details. E-mail: sdrawde ntelos. Acquire an oil pan off a horizontal shaft
engine to replace the side cover. Acquire an oil dipstick and tube off a horizontal shaft engine.
Acquire a side cover off a horizontal shaft engine to replace the oil sump cover. Acquire an
intake manifold, carburetor and governor linkage controls off a horizontal shaft engine. Install a
steel oil dipper on each connecting rod to lubricate internal parts. Drill oil drain-back holes in
the block for the camshaft and crankshaft bearings so the oil will lubricate these vital moving
parts and drain back down in the oil pan. To install a twin cylinder engine into a Cub Cadet, on
the narrow and wide frame Cubs, the frame rails will need to be cut down for installation of an
opposed twin cylinder engine. But the spread frame Cubs are made for the opposed twin
cylinder engine. And a V-twin engine will fit in virtually into any Cub Cadet with few
modifications. The frame rails shouldn't have to be altered either. When rebuilding an aluminum
block engine, remember - as an aluminum block and cylinder head get hot for the first time, they
"warp" or bend and twist a few thousands of an inch due to normal engine heat. This is called
block and related parts warping. In other words, the metal "takes shape. After the parts get hot
again, they should not bend and twist again. This is a one time deal. How to Determine if an
Engine Needs Rebuilding - This information applies to most small engines, automotive, farm
and industrial equipment engines. First of all, oil usage is controlled by the "snugness" of the
piston in the cylinder or how cool the engine operates. The [adjustable] high speed fuel mixture
in the carburetor leaned out too much. A fixed high speed main jet Walbro carburetor used and
the engine was operated above 3, RPM. Motor oil not changed regularly or too light of viscosity
oil is used for warm weather. If the engine was ran with an excessively dirty air filter or without a
quality air filter under dusty conditions. I have seen all of these things happen to a good engine
many times. Most cast iron block Kohler engines will last years before they need rebuilding. No
small engine made nowadays will last that long. And if they do, chances are they are not worth
rebuilding. The old cast iron Kohler engines can be rebuilt multiple times, as long as everything
in it is rebuildable and not damaged beyond reuse. I think the older Kohler engines are the
"Chevrolet" of small engines you know what I mean. If you do find an older Kohler engine,
despite the condition it's in, just remember that it's worth repairing or rebuilding. It'll be like
restoring an old Chevrolet again, you know what I mean. Before the engine is removed from the
tractor and disassembled this is much easier to do on a platform work table , first, remove the
cylinder head and observe the top of the piston. But if there's oil present and some of the
carbon is washed away around the edges, this means that the rings and piston are worn and
need replacing, or the cylinder needs to be rebored for installation of a new oversized piston
and rings assembly. But if the cylinder is max'd out at. See my list of STD size,. The cap on a
connecting rod is precision machined honed to form an absolute perfect circle to match the rod
it is installed on. If a cap is swapped from one rod to another and then installed in an engine,
chances are, the rod will be too tight or too loose on the crank journal. If an oil dipper breaks off
the cap, another cap can be used on the rod, but the cap and rod would need to be precision
honed to form a perfect circle again. Now Move to the Valves. How to Test for Leaking or Burnt
Valves - [Top of Page] The appearance of used valves in an engine are like women, you can't
always go by looks. A "leak down test" with a gauge will only show you if the combustion
chamber has a leak. So the real way to test for leaking valves on virtually any 4-cycle flathead
engine, first of all, both valve clearances should be checked and adjusted to specs, if needed,
before performing this test. To perform this same test on an over head valve OHV engine, the
cylinder head will need to be removed and [lightly] clamped in a bench vise. Do not use soapy
water to perform this test because the water content will cause the cast iron to rust if not
immediately cleaned off and thoroughly dried. The "bubbles" part of this test won't be accurate
with freshly reground valves and seats fresh valve job because the valves haven't worn into the
seats yet to form a perfect seal. This is known as valve wear-in or more commonly as engine
break-in. By the way - The video shows both valves fully closed with the piston positioned at
TDC on the compression stroke. It doesn't hold the exhaust valve open when the piston is at top
dead center TDC on the compression stroke. It only works when the piston is traveling about

halfway up in the cylinder just before it reaches top dead center BTDC on the compression
stroke. The ACR effects a compression test when performed with a compression tester , but not
a leak down test as long as the piston is at TDC on the compression stroke. It is also when the T
mark on the flywheel is aligned with the raised boss on the bearing plate, and The alignment
can be seen with a flashlight through the sight hole in the bearing plate. Now for the engine
problem: Air from the leak down test came from inside the crankcase due to the gaps in the
piston rings. As the engine warms up, due to friction and combustion heat, the rings expand
and the gaps close up. The dark colored oil is from partial incomplete burning of the gas that
went past the ring gaps into the crankcase because the engine couldn't reach its normal
operating temperature due to bad valves. If an engine has an oil pump with an oil filter, the oil
gets filtered from dirt and metal fragments, preventing excessive wear to vital moving parts
inside the engine, but the oil filter will not filter out the dark colored liquid by-products from
incomplete burning of the fuel that's mixed with the oil. The by-products will eventually thin out
the oil or lower the viscosity, causing excessive wear to the internal moving parts. I've repaired
many engines when the piston rings are in good condition, but the valve faces and seats was
warped. After performing a professional valve job, regrinding both valve faces and seats, and
setting the correct valve clearances, and perhaps installing new guides, customers told A-1
Miller's that their engine ran better and produce more power than when it was new. With a
professional valve job performed and with everything else right on the engine, the engine
should start quicker, idle smoother, warm up faster, accelerate to full RPMs without hesitation,
run at normal operating temperature, and burn the fuel more thoroughly, which will allow the
crankcase oil to stay cleaner longer. To remove the engine from a typical IH Cub Cadet, first
disconnect the battery negative terminal and disconnect all the wiring from the engine and fuel
line if the gas tank is separate from the engine. Then remove the PTO clutch engaging linkage,
remove the engine mounting bolts, then slide the engine forward so it'll clear the clutch disc or
driveshaft, then lift the engine out of the tractor. This is much easier to do on a platform work
table. Now remove the oil pan and connecting rod cap. Observe the rod cap for scoring or
burning. Replace or repair it if necessary. Also, the crankshaft journal may be worn and if it is, it
will need to be reground to the next undersize. And have the crank journal measured or "mic'd"
with an outside precision micrometer to determine if it's excessively worn. Dial or digital
calipers can't measure a crank journal or anything else as accurately as a micrometer can. The
micrometer measures more accurately because the beam section don't flex as much. Anyway, if
the journal is worn, it can be reground to. But if the journal needs to be reground to. If the
cylinder wall is badly scored or tapered, have it bored to the next oversize. The only pistons
available for a stock engine are STD,. But if building an engine for more power, don't have the
cylinder bored to a maximum of. Because a. Having a longer crankshaft stroke increases the
power. I don't offer any engine rebuild kits for three reasons: 1. There are certain parts included
in most kits that is not needed or required for the rebuild; 2. If the cylinder in an engine needs to
be bored oversize, most rebuild kits don't come with an oversize piston and rings assembly,
and; 3. Most entire engine rebuild kits cost more than if each part that's included in the kits
were purchased individually, so the rebuild kit would really be a waste of money. So actually,
the best thing to do is completely disassemble your engine, clean all the parts, inspect the
valves for burning or being bent, mic the crank journal for wear or scoring, and observe the
cylinder wall for wear or scoring to determine which internal engine parts are required for a
professional rebuild. The following specialty tools are required to disassemble, reassemble and
rebuild a single- or twin-cylinder Kohler engine. Most of these tools are available at auto parts
stores and online. In most cases, the valves can be reground. But if they're severely worn, they
need to be replaced. I sell most of the parts required to perform a complete engine rebuild. But
an engine with bearing inserts, if the oil is contaminated with dirt or metal shavings, or if the
engine is ran low on oil, out of oil or if the wrong viscosity is used too thin of oil for warm
weather conditions or for high performance use , as the bearing inserts wear, they won't score
the crank journal like an ordinary plain aluminum bearing surface rod will. High RPM bearing
inserts are made with three layers of material: an outer steel shell for rigidity, a copper
underlayment, and a thin inner layer of lead alloy that makes contact with the crank journal. The
lead cushions the extreme pressure and cools the crank journal and rod from excessive heat
from high RPM engine operation. The lead also allows for small fragments of metal to become
embedded into it to prevent scoring or excessive wear of the crank journal. All lead-coated
bearing inserts are considered high performance and can withstand very high RPMs, and adds
durability and toughness to the connecting rod. These are most commonly used in most
applications. Low RPM up to 4, RPM bearing inserts on the other hand, have only two layers:
the outer steel shell and an aluminum alloy inner layer that makes contact with the crank
journal. These type of bearing inserts are rare, and should NEVER be used in a high RPM or

wide open throttle engine because aluminum cannot handle heat as well as lead. Aluminum
bearing inserts used in various newer automotive engine steel rods are not high performance,
and should only be used with full synthetic motor oil in a full pressure oil pump lubricating
system. Instead of boring a new or used connecting rod that has a smooth, undamaged bearing
surface for installation of bearing inserts, a rod with a burnt or scored bearing surface can be
bored out to make room for bearing inserts. The alternative to having a crank journal reground
undersize and using an undersize connecting rod is if the crank journal isn't deeply scored and
badly burnt from lack of lubrication or being over-revved, it can be reground undersize until it's
perfectly round again and if the original rod also isn't deeply scored or badly burnt, it can be
resized to fit the reground odd-size journal with the factory recommended. This is useful for
engines when a new replacement undersize rod is cost-prohibitive or is not available. The rod
would still be strong and should last a long time. In most cases, it's cost-prohibitive to have a
excessively worn or deeply scored crank journal welded up and reground back to STD size.
NOTE - The maximum a connecting rod can be resized to is. If it's resized more than. To resize
the rod so it'll fit to a few thousands of an inch smaller diameter crank journal, first, metal is
removed from the mating end of the rod cap, then the cap is fasten to the rod. The big hole in
the rod is now oblong or "egg shaped. Honing reshapes the hole into a perfect circle again, only
smaller in diameter. This works very well and it lasts as long as an ordinary STD size rod and
crank journal. This can only be performed on a rod with a good bearing surface. It cannot be
done on a burnt or heavily scored connecting rod because too much metal would need to be
removed. Also, if the crank journal is worn beyond. But in most cases, it's cost-prohibitive to
have a worn or heavily scored crank journal welded up and reground back to STD size. There's
lots of tricks that can be used to rebuild an engine. The rebuilt engine should last a long time,
too. No oil on the dipstick could mean the rod can burn on the crank journal, resulting in an
engine knock, and an engine rebuild, or worse case sensorial, a hole in the side of the engine
block. Never assume the crankcase is still full of oil the last time you checked it. Because these
little "air cooled" engines naturally run hot, especially during warm weather, which can force
them to use oil from time to time. In most cases, when an engine is ran low on oil or out of oil, a
rod with worn bearing inserts will knock. But sometimes after prolong running of the engine
with worn bearing inserts, the bore in the rod can become oblong or "egg-shaped" after taking a
pounding from worn bearing inserts. If this happens, a few thousandths of metal is removed
from the rod cap, the cap torqued to the rod, and then the big hole in the rod can be
precision-resized to the correct diameter for the bearing inserts with a connecting rod honing
machine. If a new bearing is used in a rod with an oblong hole, the bearing may fit too tight on
the crank journal, causing it to get hot while in use and possibly burn out from inadequate oil
clearance. With bearing inserts, the crank journal may also wear, but most likely not wear. It'll
also be wise to check the rod for stress cracks with a strong magnifying glass or better yet, a
powerful microscope. Most of the time, cleaning the burnt aluminum from a crankshaft journal
won't work because the journal itself may be scored or worn. Therefore, it'll be better to have it
reground to the next undersize and install a matching undersize connecting rod. Or if an
undersize rod or replaceable bearing inserts isn't available, have it reground undersize to
wherever it "cleans up" and resize the connecting rod for proper fit. If a crank journal is worn
smooth not gouged or scored and if the original plain aluminum bearing surface connecting
rod, or even a new plain aluminum bearing surface rod is installed, the rod might knock, but it
may last for several years under general lawn and garden use or for stock tractor pulling 4,
RPM. However, the dangerous vibrating harmonics in the loose rod could cause stress cracks
in the rod, eventually leading to rod failure. Bearing inserts cushions the extreme pressure the
rod places on the worn journal, which lessens the harmonics, allowing the rod to last longer. As
long as the crankcase is full of oil splash oil lubrication system or adequate oil gets to the
bearings pressurized oil pump lubrication system , and as long as the bearing inserts have the
proper oil clearance, they should hold up to unlimited engine RPM. If the correct velocity of oil
is used, and if the crankcase oil is changed regularly, the bearing inserts should last the life of
the engine. You'll also have more confidence knowing your connecting rod s has bearing
inserts. Return to previous paragraph. Install STD size,. Rods for the before mentioned engines
can be bored and notched to accept bearing inserts. Even severely burnt, scored, or rods with a
mismatched cap can be bored for installation of bearing inserts. No low quality Chinese-made
bearing inserts ever installed. All A-1 Miller machined connecting rods include ground-out
notches to prevent bearing rotation in rod and drilled oil hole for proper lubrication. Please
indicate diameter of crank journal for size of bearing inserts. STD size,. Also, rods can be
center-bored for top of piston to come flush with deck, or bored. Available in STD size,. And if
you wish to have A-1 Miller's to bore a rod for you, please let me know if you want the bearing
insert centered in the bore of the rod 5. The bearing inserts I install in Kohler hp flatheads and

18hp OHV K connecting rods can be used for general lawn and garden use, stock or high RPM
competition pulling engines. The rod will need to be bored exactly 1. The factory made them this
way for reasons unknown. I prefer to bore the K 10hp rods. This will allow the engine to produce
a little more power. It won't effect the longevity of the engine or cause any problems
whatsoever. But sometimes with the. And the bore can be offset. FYI - Before I machine a rod
for installation of bearing inserts , I use a metal "plug" alignment tool that I fabricated to
precisely align the big hole of the connecting rod with the centerline of the spindle in my milling
machine. Then while the plug is in the rod, I firmly clamp the rod to the milling machine table
and after leaving the big hole centered or moving the table so many thousandths of an inch
offset for piston pop-out, I lock the table so it won't move in any direction while boring the rod.
But for reasons unknown, sometimes the cutting tool will bore the hole in the rod slightly
off-center toward one of the bolts or studs. When this happens, I simply grind a small notch on
the outside of each bearing shell so they'll clear the rod bolt. I've talked to other machinists who
bore Kohler rods also about this and they tell A-1 Miller's sometimes the same thing happens to
their rods. But as long as the outside of the bearing shells are notched for clearance of the bolt
or stud, the off-center of the bearing inserts poses no problems whatsoever. And bearing
inserts for the hp Kohler engines can be installed in Kohler models K, K and K STD size
connecting rods, but the crank journals would need to be reground exactly to 1. It's a small
piece of angled steel that's fastened under the lever where the governor spring and solid
throttle wire is attached. To limit an engine's RPM of an engine, either adjust the throttle stop so
the lever bumps against it, set the governor spring ends in different holes on the [long]
governor lever, adjust the throttle wire housing or the linkage. If the governor spring is removed
without noticing where the ends of the spring attached to the levers, there should be slight wear
marks on the levers where the spring ends attached. Use a magnifying glass to see the marks.
This is what I do to remove all guess work from reinstalling the governor spring in the correct
positions. If a stock governed engine runs with a "hunting" sound hunt, hunt, hunt, etc. This
means the entire engine must be completely disassembled, and then governor gear and stub
shaft can be replaced. I realize this is a lot of work just to replace one or two small parts, but
this is the only way it can be done. FYI - The nylon governor gear is known to wear more on the
stub shaft more than the cast iron governor gear. By the way - the picture to the right showing a
severely worn governor gear stub shaft, the nylon governor gear it spun on was not worn
whatever. This is weird, because usually the moving part wears more than the stationary part.
Also, you would think that the soft nylon part would wear more than the hardened steel part.
And when replacing the governor stub shaft, to prevent severe wear and possible burning of the
nylon gear on the shaft from excessive heat when the engine is first started, ALWAYS lubricate
the shaft and the inside of the governor gear with clean motor oil if the engine is going to be
operated right away, or automotive chassis grease for long-term storage of the engine for
lubrication and to prevent the stub shaft from rusting due to high humidity inside the engine
block. Actually, it's a good idea to lubricate everything inside the engine block, not only for
lubrication upon engine startup, but because other bare metal parts may rust, too. For long-term
storage of virtually any rebuilt engine or short block to prevent any rust build-up, many
knowledgeable and experienced mechanics apply protective rust inhibitor oil spray , white
lithium grease spray or automotive chassis grease on the piston rings, cylinder wall s , rod and
main journals, camshaft lobes, camshaft pin, and all other internal engine parts that make
contact with each other. This provides a thin film that that seals out moisture, which protects
vulnerable internal engine parts so they will not rust due to any condensation that may be
present in the air. Because rust is the biggest enemy of internal engine parts. When the engine
is first started, the grease will melt, and dissolve and mix with the crankcase oil, which will harm
nothing. The reason grease works better than motor oil for long-term storage is because
eventually the oil will seep past the ring gaps, and drain off of other internal engine parts, and
down into the crankcase, and then all there'll be is a very thin coat of oil, or depending on the
length of storage time, any oil at all, to protect the parts upon engine startup, which would likely
cause excessive wear to valuable parts. In an engine with an oil pump, grease works better to
provide longer lubrication of the rod and main bearings until crankcase oil from the oil pump
can reach the journals, which will sling off the oil and lubricate other moving parts inside the
engine. And with splash lubrication, crankcase oil is on the journals and other moving parts
inside the engine as soon as the engine revs up. Most of the time, the [nylon] governor gear
itself will wear, but not the stub shaft. Because for reasons unknown, for anything that rotates
on a shaft, the moving part always wear more than the stationary part. This happens with a lot
of moving parts. But sometimes the stub shaft will wear also. The best way to tell if the shaft is
worn is to slide a new governor gear on it to see if it wobbles. And sometimes it's obvious if the
shaft is worn just by looking at it. The entire engine must be completely disassembled to do

either of the before mentioned. Remove the governor gear retaining screw the Phillips head
screw that's on the outside of the block. The governor gear can now slide off the stub shaft. If
the engine block is going to be thoroughly cleaned and rebuilt, be sure to remove and save the
thrust washer that's on the governor gear stub shaft! This special washer is made of either
hardened steel or bronze for durability. It's required to prevent the governor gear assembly from
wearing against the engine block when the governor gear is under full pressure from the engine
running at higher rpms. Many people are not aware of this small, thin washer because it may
appear to be part of the block, and it usually falls out and gets lost while cleaning inside the
block. Use a pocket knife or sharp, narrow blade putty knife gasket scraper to slide it off the
stub shaft to save for reuse. Click or tap here if you need a new governor gear thrust washer.
IMPORTANT: Due to high RPM and pressure of the governor gear upon engine start-up, before
reinstalling the governor gear, lubricate the stub shaft and thrust washer with motor oil,
automotive chassis lube or wheel bearing grease to prevent the governor gear from wearing
until the crankcase oil reaches these areas. Install the new or replacement governor gear
assembly in reverse order of removal. There's no need to drill through and pry out the welch
plug from outside the block! The welch plug rests against a shoulder in a counterbore.
Therefore, it MUST be removed from inside out. If the stub shaft is too deep, the governor gear
assembly will wobble, and if the stub shaft is extended out too far, the center push-pin on the
governor gear will make contact with the stub shaft and the flyweights will not function as they
should. But if a fabricated driver as described above is machined correctly and used to install
the stub shaft, then the vernier caliper will not need to be used. If the welch plug is not
damaged, it can be reused. Clean out the counterbore machined step, and apply clear RTV
silicone adhesive sealant in the step of the counterbore. Place the welch plug in the
counterbore with the raised center facing outward. Use the ball end of the ball peen hammer
with the larger hammer to pound the center of the plug so it will flatten out and expand, and fit
tight in the counterbore hole. Wipe away any excess silicone for a professional-looking job, and
the repair is complete! How to Set the Governor Engine Speed Control - [Top of Page] The initial
setting for proper operation of the governor for stable engine speed is first loosen the clamp nut
on the governor lever and rotate the shaft counterclockwise with the throttle in the full throttle
position. Then tighten the nut. After you start the engine, run it a full governed speed and select
the hole in the governor that allow the engine to run at 3, RPM. A nylon governor gear assembly
works best if an engine will never run above 4, RPM. But if you're going to pull competitively
with an engine and disconnect the governor to run the engine at wide open throttle , then it's
best to install a cast iron governor gear assembly. Because nylon could explode due to the
increased RPM. And if you've heard that by drilling a hole through the flyweights on the
governor gear assembly to lighten them will improve engine performance, well, first of all, the
flyweights are made of extremely hardened material for obvious reasons. Therefore, there is no
way to drill a hole through them. It's even hard to grind metal off of them. Besides, lightening
the flyweights will not help to improve engine performance whatsoever. All it'll do is allow the
engine to rev up more, nothing else. If you want to do away with the governor, you must remove
it entirely from inside the engine block. Otherwise, at high RPM, the flyweights that's attached to
the governor gear assembly which is called the "governor spool" could cause the nylon spool
to explode. Or, you could disconnect the governor link from the carburetor and wire the arm to
the exhaust pipe. This will prevent the nylon governor gear from possibly being damaged at
high RPM. But then you must fabricate a throttle linkage of some kind to activate the throttle on
the carburetor. For safety reasons, install a steel flywheel and crankcase side shields on an
engine with no operating governor! If an engine revs with no closing of the throttle shaft by the
governor, or surges, then the governor is either out of adjustment or a governor part is severely
worn or broken. To set the governor speed control, first, install the governor parts, install the
carburetor on the engine, connect all the throttle linkages, etc. First thing to check is, on the hp
Kohler engines, there's a tiny blind-end needle bearing older models or steel bushing newer
models that's pressed in block opposite the governor cross shaft bronze bushing. Sometimes
this tiny bearing or bushing will get pushed outward or fall out of the block when the cross shaft
is jammed into something. If it gets dislodged from the block, it will need to be replaced. But if it
just got pushed outward, it can be driven back in the block with a hammer. Do not mistakenly
rotate the governor cross shaft in the wrong direction until it stops, tighten the clamp and then
run the engine! It can usually be found at the bottom of the oil pan or engine block. A broken off
lever will allow the engine to operate dangerously at wide open throttle when throttled up. Or, if
the governor cross shaft the shaft that protrudes from the block gets bent due to rough
handling of the engine, and if it's not bent too bad, it can be straightened with a small hammer.
It's made of mild steel. But if it's bent severely or if it's broken off, it must be replaced. If this
happens, usually the bronze bushing will break also and it will need to be replaced, too. To

perform the repair of the governor cross shaft, the entire engine must be completely
disassembled. And then the replacement or repaired shaft can re installed from inside the
crankcase. But before the original shaft is removed, the bronze bushing on the outside must
first be removed. The governor gear assembly doesn't need to be removed. The shaft lifts out
from inside the crankcase and is installed in reverse order of removal. And it'll be a good idea to
place a small bead of weld or braze to secure the flat lever to the shaft to prevent future
breakage. I think this is something that Kohler should have done originally. I realize that this is a
lot of work just to replace a small [important] part, but it must be done in this way. There is no
other way to replace it. With the lever clamped tight on the shaft, and the correct governor
adjustment made, pressure from the flyweights on the governor gear assembly and pressure
from the governor spring act as two opposing forces Newton's third law of motion , which will
sometimes cause the shaft to literally slip in the lever. When this happens, the engine will run
dangerously at wide open throttle when throttled up with no response from the governor
assembly and no regulated governed-control speed at all. There are two ways to prevent this
from happening Option 1: Remove the L-shaped lever from the engine, remove the clamping
bolt, place the lever in a bench vise, and use a hacksaw to widen the "clamping slot" so the
clamp can squeeze the cross shaft much tighter when installed. Option 2: With the governor
adjustment correctly made, place a small bead of weld on the lever and shaft in other words,
weld them together so they will be positively bonded together. And that's all that's to it! The
bearing is located on the outside and toward the center of the engine block. FYI - the early
bearings had needle bearings, and the later ones is made of solid steel. And it doesn't matter
how long or short the link between the governor lever to the throttle lever is because the
governor is set by the clamp on the cross shaft. Actually, I don't know why Kohler made the link
adjustable. It serves no purpose to lengthen or shorten it. And it's best to use an accurate small
engine tachometer to determine the exact RPM of the engine to prevent from dangerously
over-revving, which could possibly cause the connecting rod to break. With certain
tachometers, the RPM reading will need to be doubled for engines with camshaft-operated
ignition points. With crankshaft-operated points or with solid state ignition, the reading will not
need to be doubled. A tachometer is required in setting the correct RPMs normally 3, or 3,
maximum for small engines of an engine to prevent from over-revving and possible damage to
the engine or dangerous flywheel explosion. Very accurate. Works with magneto and
battery-powered ignition systems. Hold sensor antenna close to spark plug wire for reading.
Operates off a self-contained replaceable 9 volt battery. Has built-in battery voltage check. A
tachometer is required in setting the correct RPMs normally 3, or 3, maximum for small engines
of an engine to prevent over-revving and possible damage to the engine or dangerous flywheel
explosion. Can be hand-held to temporarily set engine RPM or can be surface-mounted and
secured with two screws. Works with all spark ignition engines by selecting engine type using
S1 and S2 buttons. If tachometer does not turn on automatically as soon as engine starts, press
and hold the two buttons at the same time. Instructions included. Tachometer reads up to 99,
RPM. Programmable maintenance hour setting with service icon, a reminder when to change oil
or other service. Can be manually reset to Zero hours. Easy installation: Single wire wraps
around spark plug wire and secured with two supplied nylon zip-ties. No wire terminal
connections required. Will work with single- or twin-cylinder small engines or multi-cylinder
automotive engines, gas or diesel. The great thing about this type of tachometer is it needs no
setup. It displays accurate RPMs as soon as the engine cranks over to start. Displays up to 9,
RPM. Tachometer returns to zero [] when engine is shut down. Operates totally independent of
the ignition system. Designed to be permanently mounted to monitor engine RPM at all times.
Tachometer can be in-dash or panel-mounted. Tachometer works with volts DC, proximity
sensor works with volts DC. Tachometer measures 1" in depth. Wires 3 and 4 connects to
nothing. Wiring is the same for the hall effect and inductive proximity sensors. If the proximity
sensor is wired incorrectly, the LED will illuminate within the target. Click or tap here for
YouTube videos to see how well this tachometer works. This tachometer must be wired
separately or wiring can be integrated with my crank-trigger ignition system that use a proximity
sensor. Tachometer only. When ordering, please indicate diameter of crankshaft PTO end for
locking collar. Senses the head of a small steel screw installed in a rotating locking set screw
collar, disc or flywheel. Hall Effect Proximity Sensor. Senses the South pole of a small magnet
embedded in an aluminum rotating locking set screw collar, disc, or OEM magnet embedded in
a flywheel. Inductive Proximity Sensor. Senses the head of a small steel screw in a rotating
locking set screw collar, disc or flywheel. Use with hall effect proximity sensors only. Use with
inductive proximity sensors or magnetic pickup coils. When ordering either collar above, please
specify diameter of crankshaft PTO end or shaft it's to be mounted on. Other sizes available. A
thrust washer is required to prevent the governor gear from wearing against the engine block

when the governor gear is under full pressure from the engine running at higher RPMs. Many
people are not aware of this small, thin washer because it may appear to be part of the engine
block, and it usually falls out and gets lost while cleaning inside the block. IMPORTANT: Due to
high RPM and pressure of the governor gear upon engine start-up, before installing, lubricate
the stub shaft and thrust washer with motor oil, automotive chassis lube or wheel bearing
grease to prevent the governor gear from wearing until the crankcase oil reaches these areas.
Much harder than a grade 8 flat washer. Recommended and suitable with a nylon governor gear
assembly. Replaces Kohler part S. Bronze Thrust Washers. Harder than cast iron.
Recommended and suitable with a cast iron governor gear assembly. Bronze Thrust Washer.
Governor Gear Stub Shafts. Each is press-fit into block. NOTE: Drive in the stub shaft until.
Precision ground, hardened, heat-treated alloy steel. NOTE: Drive in each stub shaft until.
Precision ground, stainless steel material. Expands and flattens out with medium size ball peen
hammer when installed in counterbore hole with clear RTV silicone adhesive sealant. Governor
Cross Shafts. New shaft includes thrust washer. Steel spacer for this shaft part 25 S no longer
available from Kohler. The lever on these rarely break off. Used and not welded. Used and
welded. New and not welded. New and welded. Steel Spacer Washer. Used on governor cross
shaft above. Butts against governor cross shaft bushing below to maintain proper alignment of
lever on cross shaft with center button on governor gear. New shaft includes steel spacer.
NOTE: The lever on these sometimes break off. So it'll be a good idea to weld the lever to the
shaft. And the entire engine must be completely disassembled to replace this part. Replaces
discontinued Kohler part cross shaft with groove and E-clip instead of spacer to the right. Steel
Spacer. OEM Kohler part 25 S. Seal fits snug in bushing and on shaft, and has no effect with
operation of governor function whatsoever. An ingenious and innovative concept by Brian
Miller, because nobody else advertise this improved product or offer this type of service. NOTE:
When ordering, please specify engine model and specification numbers. Repair worn hole in
YOUR governor cross shaft bushing with a new metal sleeve bushing and install snug-fitting
neoprene rubber O-ring seal. OUR used governor cross shaft bushing machined with
snug-fitting rubber O-ring oil seal installed. When available. OEM Kohler part 41 S. New
governor cross shaft bushing only. New machined governor cross shaft bushing with
snug-fitting rubber O-ring oil seal installed. Install rubber lip oil seal or snug-fitting neoprene
rubber O-ring in YOUR governor cross shaft bushing. Repair worn hole in YOUR governor cross
shaft bushing with a new metal sleeve bushing and install rubber lip oil seal or snug-fitting
neoprene rubber O-ring. New rubber lip oil seal only customer machines own bushing for
installation of oil seal. OUR used governor cross shaft bushing with rubber lip oil seal or
snug-fitting neoprene rubber O-ring installed. Designed for general lawn and garden work. Used
and in excellent condition. Recommended for high RPM or wide open throttle competition
pulling engines. Will not become distorted or explode at high RPMs or at wide open throttle like
the nylon governor gears sometimes do. Kohler never made a steel governor gear. These are
hard to find nowadays because not many were made. Governor Stop Pin. Fits all Kohler
K-series and Magnum single- and twin-cylinder engines. Retains governor gear assembly on
stub shaft. Replace worn or damaged governor stop pin. Fits all early Kohler K-series single
cylinder engines, except later K-series and all Magnum engines with machined blind hole in
block for end of governor cross shaft. The two bushings below are identical except for the
color. Black Bushing. Translucent Bushing. OEM Kohler part 47 S. Not for ball integrated with
throttle lever. Includes two nylon bushings. Most commonly used linkage on these model
engines. OEM Kohler part 52 S. Replaces Kohler part 25 S. NOTE: These parts are very tiny. Use
caution when handling. Can also be used on mini rods, hot rods, race cars, etc. NOTE: Apply
motor oil inside ball joint to reduce wear and for smoother throttle operation. NOTE: Apply
motor oil inside ball joint body to reduce wear and for smoother throttle operation. Replaces
Kohler part 45 S. Includes nut and lock washer. L Kohler part 48 S. Assembled with Kohler part
's S rod , X nut , 45 S ball joint body and S e-clip. Most parts discontinued from Kohler. Can be
used instead of clamp above for better security. Each made of heavy gauge zinc-plated steel.
High quality aftermarket clamp only. Replaces Briggs and Stratton part 's and Clamp replaces
Briggs and Stratton part 's and Clamp only. OEM Briggs and Stratton part 's and Use to secure
wire s , battery cable, throttle or choke cable conduit, small fuel hose for remote fuel primer or
bundle of wires along frame for safe routing. Our part Replaces Kohler part 48 S. OEM Kohler
part 48 S. Speed Control Brackets. Each fits various hp Kohler engines, depending on
application. Bracket without adjustment yoke. Bracket with adjustment yoke. Lightweight spring
connects between throttle and governor levers to remove free play looseness in linkage
connections and reduce erratic engine behavior due to throttle flutter for a smoother running
engine and reduce wear to throttle shaft. With a governed pulling engine, throttle flutter causes
the engine RPM to momentarily spike, which will cause the rear tires to lose traction temporary

jerk , resulting in a possible failed pull. If a small hole isn't already present in each lever close to
linkage connection, may need to drill a small hole to install spring. Each has hook on each end.
Designed specifically for Kohler engine model K used with a generator. Designed for various
Kohler engine models K and M8. Has hook on one end and "Z" bend on other end. Governor
Spring to regulate and maintain engine speed. Designed for newer Kohler engine model K's with
specification numbers , and various Kohler Magnum engine model M8's with specification
numbers Used in Cub Cadet models: 70, 71, 72, 73, 86, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and All these
engines listed use the same governor gear assembly. Replaces discontinued 23 coil governor
spring, Kohler part 45 S. Designed for various Kohler K-series and Magnum engine models with
the following specification numbers: K, K, , ; M, , , , , , , , , , , , ; M, , , , , , , , , , , , ; M, , ; M, , , , , , , , ,
, Used with an air compressor, concrete saw or sprayer. Replaces discontinued 23 coil extended
length governor spring, Kohler part 47 S. Designed for Kohler K-series AQS Quiet Line and
Magnum engine models with the following specification numbers: K, , , , , , , ; K, , , , , , , , , , , , , ;
K, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ; K, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ; M, , , M; , , , , , , , , , , ; M, , , , , , , , , , ; M, , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , Most common for general lawn and garden use. Made of durable plastic. Push-on
or use small hammer to install. Side mount. Fits Cub Cadet models 70, 71, 72, 73, , , , , , , , , and
All heavy duty metal construction. Very close to OEM. Panel mount. Fits virtually all wide and
spread frame Cub Cadet garden tractors Cub Cadet garden tractors Cub Cadet models 86, , , , , ,
, , , , , , and Throttle Control Cable Assembly. Fits Cub Cadet models , , , , , , , , , , , , and OEM
Cub Cadet part Durable plastic-coated metal conduit to resist rust. Choke Control Cable
Assembly. Fits Cub Cadet models , , , , , , , , , , and Not available in aftermarket. Choke Cable
Control Assembly. Fits: , , and Discontinued from Cub Cadet and not available in aftermarket.
Kit includes 48" commonly used sliding stranded inner cable x 43" metal conduit housing and
housing clamp. These were popular in the late '60s to early '70s as a nostalgic item used mainly
on street rod and hot rod vehicles. They're available on eBay. Use a medium size household
brass door hinge to fasten the pedal to the foot rest on the tractor. When using a Carter or
Kohler carburetor, a spring-loaded throttle control is a safety feature because the engine will
idle down as soon as the driver lets off the gas pedal, just like in an automobile. But with the
OEM-type, manually-operated sliding solid wire throttle control, the driver must quickly reach
for the throttle lever to idle down the engine. All Mikuni carburetors have a built-in
spring-loaded throttle return. Attach a stiff extension spring to the extended bolt and in the
second hole down in the speed control bracket. The governor spring will need to be positioned
in the top hole in the speed control bracket. Use a stranded throttle control cable and attach one
end to the wire swivel in the speed control bracket. If fabricated correctly, and properly installed
and adjusted, this type of throttle control should last a long time with very little wear to the
stranded cable. When using the sliding stranded cable housing to operate the throttle control, in
order for the inner cable to slide back and forth with less friction inside the housing, pull the
cable from the housing with one end [ball] cut off , and use a chainsaw bar tip grease gun to
pump a small amount of lubricant inside the housing so the cable will slide smoother and easier
with less friction. But before inserting the cable in the housing, singe the end of the cable with a
propane or oxy-acetylene torch with a small, blue flame to bind the strand of wires together to
prevent the end of the cable from unraveling, and then grind down the lump of molten metal so
the cable can be easily inserted in the housing and in the wire swivel clamp. Also, being most
new stranded sliding cable assemblies come with no lubricant inside the housing, it'll be a good
idea to remove the inner cable from the housing, and use the chainsaw bar tip grease gun to
pump a small amount of lubricant inside the housing so the cable will slide smoother and easier
with less friction. An ingenious and innovative idea by Brian Miller. And the reason a throttle
foot pedal is more common than a hand-operated throttle lever on pulling tractors is because
both hands are needed on the steering wheel to have full control of the tractor as a safety
precaution while it's going down the track. Oh, and if you've ever wondered what a "dead man's
throttle" is, it's a spring-loaded foot throttle pedal or hand throttle lever control that
automatically returns the throttle plate to the idle position when the pressure is released. It
works the same as the gas pedal in a car. If governed RPMs is set correctly 3, or 4, maximum ,
this setup will prevent over-revving of the engine, which could cause connecting rod breakage,
and possibly damage or destroy the engine block. This proven and well thought-out design
below allows the sliding stranded cable to be connected to the carburetor from the exhaust end
of the engine, with the cable housing mounted well above the hot header pipe. These engines
were designed for a specific lightweight vehicle, such as for a go-kart, recreational vehicle,
snowmobile or King Midget micro car. Kohler K engines in snowmobiles and King Midget cars
originally come from the factory with no governor components. Kohler engine models that came
from the factory with no governor components has the following specification numbers: K, , , ;
and K, , , , There's also a Kohler engine model K installed on equipment manufactured by J.

Luekart Machine that did not come with any governor components. Anyway, being there's no
governor to automatically open the throttle when the engine is under a severe load, this type of
engine can't be used where a lot of lugging power is required. You would think that when the
engine isn't under a load, it will rev at wide open throttle and throw the rod. But here's how the
RPMs are limited: On a Kohler engine without a governor, the camshaft is advanced by one
tooth in relationship to the crankshaft. Advancing the camshaft opens the valves sooner than
usual. This allows the engine to run at a much lower compression. As a matter of fact, this was
done by Tecumseh Engine with a certain older mid 's Sears Craftsman Eager 1 walk-behind or
self-propelled lawn mower engines that has no governor components. These are all proven
methods to limit the engine RPMs and works very well. Personally, back in the day early 's , I've
had all of these Sears Craftsman Eager 1 engines in my shop brought to me by customers for a
tune-up or repairs. These apparently are rare engines. If they were not in my shop, I would not
have known that they existed. Doing this lowers the compression pressure in the combustion
chamber dramatically, preventing the engine from accelerating to its full potential at wide open
throttle. The automatic compression release only on the Kohler single cylinder engines will not
be required on the camshaft. At wide open throttle, the engine will rev to only around 3, RPM,
and no more. The engine should start quickly and should produce plenty of power when under a
load. But with the camshaft advanced one tooth, when using camshaft-operated ignition points,
this would also advance the ignition timing way too far. Regarding the Kohler engine, being the
ignition points operate off the cam and being the camshaft is advanced one tooth, the ignition
timing will be far too advanced for the engine to start and run. Another way to limit the RPM of
an engine without a working governor and the camshaft aligned with the crankshaft is to install
multiple cylinder head gaskets or a thick metal plate sandwiched between two head gaskets to
lower the compression pressure in the combustion chamber dramatically. This too, will prevent
the engine from accelerating to its full potential at wide open throttle. The number of head
gaskets or thickness of the plate determines to maximum RPM of the engine. And yet another
way to limit the RPM of an engine without a working governor, with the camshaft aligned with
the crankshaft, and with a normal compression ratio is to install a restrictor plate with a specific
hole size between the carburetor and intake tube or engine block. The three methods above can
be useful with an engine in a go-kart, recreational vehicle, snowmobile, King Midget micro car ,
etc. The engine speed will be limited by the low compression ratio or restricted airflow intake
only. Clean the threads and use liquid threadlocker Red Loctite or Permatex to secure the screw
in place. FYI - When storing an opened container of liquid threadlock material or Super Glue,
store it upright and not laying flat. The [capped] tip will not dry out and clog when stored
upright. By getting rid of all the governor parts, this makes for a "clean-looking" and
professionally-built pulling engine. Upon installation of a connecting rod in a Kohler engine,
make sure the match marks on the rod and cap are aligned so the hole will make a perfect circle
around the crank journal. Also, make sure the oil hole in the rod cap faces the camshaft so the
hole will pick up the oil and lubricate the rod better. Connecting rods, rather being OEM or
aftermarket stock or high performance , and despite how well-balanced the rotating parts are in
a pulling engine, suffer a lot of stress at high RPM or at wide open throttle in a single cylinder
engine. Therefore, if possible, before purchasing a used rod, it's best to look it over for hairline
cracks with a strong magnifying glass or better yet, a microscope. So ask for a money-back
guarantee, or you may have nothing but a piece of scrap metal on your hands. If using a stock
connecting rod above 4, RPM, an aluminum bearing surface rod should never be used. One way
around this, if replaceable bearing inserts isn't available for your particular rod, is to have the
rod surface enlarged an additional one thousands of an inch. Or if your rod can accept bearing
inserts 10hphp Kohler rods , have automotive-type bearing inserts installed, even if the rod is
new or used, or if it has a relatively good bearing surface. The reason bearing inserts work best
in high performance or heavy duty conditions is because the soft babbitt material lead that's on
the inserts can withstand extreme heat and extreme pressure. It also "cushions" the extreme
pressure that the rod places on the crankshaft journal at high RPM or at wide open throttle. And
it's still a good idea to have an additional. Using bearing inserts also strengthens a [stock] rod
by cushioning the severe impact the rod places on the crankshaft at very high RPM. If a plain
aluminum bearing surface connecting rod is scored or burnt on the crankshaft, the causes are
either Too low oil level or engine out of oil. Oil dipstick calibrated wrong. Kohler made 23
different lengths and types of dipsticks. Go here for important information regarding oil
dipsticks. Oil dipper broken off of rod cap. Malfunctioning, worn oil pump or clogged oil filter.
Too high engine RPM. Insufficient oil clearance between rod and crank journal in accordance
with manufacturer's specs or for a high-revving engine. Use of petroleum motor oil instead of
full synthetic oil in a high-revving engine. Rod installed backwards or cap installed backwards
on rod. Mismatched rod and cap. No connecting rod in any 10hphp K-series Kohler engine

come from the factory with bearing inserts in them. The rod must be machined bored and
notched for installation of bearing inserts. Kohler don't make bearing inserts for the connecting
rod in any of their single cylinder engines. But the bearings fit the Kohler rod perfectly after it's
been bored out. The bearings are available in STD,. Also, these bearings can only be used in
Kohler engines with a 1. No bearing inserts that I know of is designed for use in any other
Kohler engines, except for the Kohler engine models K, K and K if the crank journals were
reground to 1. STD size is 1. The connecting rods would not need to be bored, being they are
already 1. But they would need to be notched for the tangs on the bearing inserts. Or, being the
K and K engines share the same pistons and have the same stroke, and their connecting rods
are the same length, a K connecting rod can be used in a K engine when bored and honed to 1.
If the K journals are worn and reground undersize, the K rod can be bored and honed to fit the
undersize journals. The oil dipper on these rods will need to be cut off as well. Boring these
single cylinder engine rods will not weaken them whatsoever because they hold up very well
when bored and used with bearing inserts in the respective single cylinder engines. To install
bearing inserts in virtually any connecting rod, accurately measure the STD size diameter of the
crank journal, add the thickness of each bearing insert shell, and this will give the exact
diameter of the hole in the rod that needs to be bored. But not all connecting rods will accept
bearing inserts, and bearing inserts are not available for certain rods. About Machining a
Connecting Rod for Installation of Replaceable Bearing Inserts - Before I machine a rod for
bearing inserts , I use a metal "plug" alignment tool that I made in my metal lathe to precisely
align the big hole of the connecting rod with the centerline of the spindle in my milling machine.
Then while the plug is in the rod, I firmly clamp the rod to the table of my milling machine and
after leaving the big hole centered or moving the table offset for piston pop-out, I securely lock
the table so the rod won't move in any direction. Whenever this happens, I simply grind away
notch out part of each bearing shell so they'll clear the rod bolt or sleeve. I've talked to other
experienced machinist who bore Kohler rods about this and they told A-1 Miller's sometimes
the same thing happens with them. For high RPM use, bearing inserts also need additional oil
clearance. Therefore, it's good insurance to have the crank journal ground an additional. As the
rod and journal swell due to the rapid rotation of the two parts, metal to metal contact won't
happen. Of course, it's a good idea to use full synthetic oil, too. And once a journal's been
reground to exactly. If the journal has been ground to exactly. Sometimes an OEM connecting
rod will need to be bored for installation of bearing inserts when the crank journal must be
reground deeper than. STD size and. But bearings are available in STD,. If your crank journal
needs to be reground to. Bearing inserts also help to provide longevity of the journal, just like in
automotive engines. More Information About Replaceable Bearing Inserts Rod Bearings - For
pulling applications, the oil clearance between the rod bearing and crank journal should be. It'll
be good to use this clearance for stock engines, too. Bearing inserts provide a little more oil
clearance to protect the crank journal. If checking the oil clearance with PlastiGage, and if it
shows the clearance to be. It'll work just fine. Many race cars run this much clearance. The rod
won't knock either. Boring a Kohler rod and installing bearing inserts in it doesn't weaken the
rod whatsoever. And bearing inserts add very little weight. Click or tap here if you're interested
in having this service performed. Older cast iron block Kohler engines are like old Chevy V8
engines, they're worth rebuilding. Anyway, always be well-organized and professional whenever
rebuilding any engine! Before assembling a fresh engine, always take the time to provide a neat
and absolutely clean work environment. Make sure the tools that's used, engine parts, shop
towels and your hands are absolutely clean. Things don't necessarily need to be perfectly clean
when disassembling an engine, just clean when reassembling an engine. The work environment
, tools and equipment represents professionalism, and the quality of workmanship. The repair
table or bench should be large enough for the engine block, engine parts and tools that's
needed for the rebuild, and sturdy enough to support the weight of a fully assembled cast iron
bock Kohler engine, and it's best that it has a steel top with [short] angle iron steel edging to
keep things parts. Don't allow any dust and dirt to enter the work area, including the engine
block and it's internal parts. If necessary, place the engine parts on a large, clean cloth or
cardboard to keep them clean and organized until they're ready to be installed. The reason
everything should be kept as clean as possible is because even the smallest amount of dirt
inside an engine will "grind away" at the internal parts when the engine is in operation, causing
unnecessary and expensive wear. This is especially important for an engine with splash
lubrication, and without an oil pump with an oil filter. You can also use an automotive engine
stand to rebuild a Kohler engine. Just use the two starter bolt holes on the side of the block to
mount your engine to the stand. You can completely disassemble and reassemble the entire
engine, except for the starter, and you can get at everything on the outside and inside of the
engine with no problems. To "basically" overhaul or rebuild an engine that burns a lot of oil, all

that needs to be done on a Kohler engine is remove the oil pan and cylinder head, disconnect
the connecting rod from the crankshaft and then drive the piston and rod out of the block with a
long wooden stick and a medium size hammer. Inspect the entire piston and cylinder wall for
wear. If no wear is evident, then install a new set of rings on the piston thoroughly clean the
parts first though and reinstall the piston in the block as described. But to do a professional and
complete rebuild, read the rest of the information in this web page and linked pages. Building a
competitive and durable pulling engine require a great deal of expertise and skill. All the parts
must be machined to precise specifications, and then assembled and installed in the engine, be
within precise dimensions so they won't wear excessively, score or burn. But first, read your
club's rules regarding the engine, so when built, it will be legal within its class. If you feel that
you can build your own engine and have full confidence that it will perform flawlessly, then that
would be fine. Otherwise, you can have A-1 Miller's build your engine. It's common knowledge
that most metals retracts shrinks a few thousandths of an inch when cool or cold, and expends
swells a few thousandths of an inch when warm or hot. Painting Aluminum or Cast Iron Engine
Blocks and Cylinder Heads - To get paint to stick to aluminum, the shiny and slick surface of
aluminum will need to be "roughened up" with sandpaper or sandblasting so the paint or primer
paint can grip or adhere into the microscopic scratches and crevices from the sanding or
sandblasting. Cast iron is porous, like a sponge. It soaks up oil, and when something is painted
that has oil in it, the paint may eventually peel off because the paint itself cannot soak into the
cast iron so it can grip or adhere to it. To get paint or primer paint to stick to a used or
"seasoned" cast iron block, the cast iron will need to be thoroughly heated to burn out the oil.
Soaking the block in a hot tank with a chemical solution at an automotive engine machine shop
will clean a lot of the oil out of the cast iron. But placing the block in a special oven furnace and
rotating it against large flames will definitely burn out the oil. Then painting the inside of the
block with quality paint or primer before reassembly should prevent the crankcase oil from
seeping through the cast iron and making a mess on the outside. This is why Cub Cadet
transaxles are painted on the inside. Kohler never painted any of their [cast iron] blocks on the
inside. And if you're looking for some yellow paint to paint your Cub Cadet with, try your local
farm and home supply store. They usually have International Harvester Yellow. It closely
matches the color of Cub Cadet yellow. We've used these parts in our own equipment and
pulling tractors for many years and we've sold them to our customers with no complaints
whatsoever. Besides, it's how well the engine block and crankshaft are machined cylinder bored
straight, crank journal reground to OEM specs, cleanliness of the parts and work area, etc.
Don't blame shoddy workmanship on shoddy parts. The throttle plate in the carburetor or
throttle body fuel injection is nothing but an air valve. When it's opened up, the piston s draws
in more air and fuel into the combustion chamber s , and this builds up more air pressure,
makes higher compression, which in turn allows the engine to produce more power and
increases the RPMs. But with the engine idling, the air pressure in the combustion chamber s is
very low. This is why and how an engine idles slowly and won't produce much power at idling
speed. Therefore, all engines produce more power and torque at higher RPMs. Important
Information About Kohler Crankshafts - Crankshafts, rather being made of steel or cast iron,
and despite how well-balanced the rotating parts are in a pulling engine, suffer a lot of vibration
at very high RPM in a single cylinder engine. Therefore, if possible, before purchasing a used
crankshaft, it's best to look it over for hairline cracks with a strong magnifying glass or better
yet, a powerful microscope. Identifying Kohler Crankshafts - To identify the 10, 12, 14 and 16hp
Kohler crankshafts, the 10hp cranks have a shorter stroke than the other cranks. You can
compare a 10hp crank to a 12, 14 or 16hp crank by placing them side by side, and with the
counter weights down, looking at the bottom part of the rod journal, the journal on the 10hp will
be closer to the main journals. Some may have a few more holes drilled into the counter
weights, but that's the only difference. Open with Adobe Acrobat Reader and use Google
Chrome web browser for a faster download of web sites with large files. Remove the cylinder
head. Remove the oil pan. Remove the bearing plate. Finally, being very gentle, bump the PTO
end of the crankshaft with a 2 lb. And if an engine originally came with balance gears, there's no
need to reinstall them. They're made of out-of-balance cast iron material, they serve very little
purpose and they may break, possibly destroying the engine block. The combustion process
place the most pressure on the piston and connecting rod at this particular point, which
squeezes the oil out between the rod bearing surface and crank journal, causing brief metal to
metal contact. As this happens, this point wears more than the rest of the journal, causing the
journal to become oval or "egg shaped. When regrinding a journal, and if a STD size journal is
not worn past. But if a standard size journal is worn. By doing this, and depending on the
amount of wear the journal had and the location of the low side or "flat spot," the crankshaft will
have a slightly longer or shorter stroke. Otherwise, if the severely worn journal were to be

reground "centered," it would have to go to. The decrease or increase of the stroke on a
crankshaft with a worn STD,. So when a pulling club's rules state that an engine must have the
stock factory length stroke, and if a crankshaft was reground, it may actually have a slightly
longer or shorter stroke. Something to take into consideration is this: Depending who regrind
the crank journal undersize, the stroke can be offset more or less by. Some grinders like to
"center" an excessively worn journal so it can be ground to the next undersize. FYI - Oil
clearance is the distance between the connecting rod bearing surface and crank journal. A thin
coat of oil is supposed to keep all moving parts inside an engine from making contact with each
other. If there's too little oil clearance between the rod and crank, especially in a high RPM
engine, the rod will swell due to excessive heat, and then the rod will make contact with the
crank and burn on the journal. If there's too much clearance, the rod will knock and possibly
break at high RPM, which could destroy the entire engine block. Grinding a Crankshaft Journal Grinding a crank journal is performed in crankshaft grinder machine. It's actually much easier to
grind a journal on a single cylinder small engine crankshaft than it is to grind a crankshaft with
multiple journals. It takes a lot of skill and full attention when regrinding crankshaft journals.
Basically, what the crankshaft grinder machinist needs to do is Make sure the grinding stone is
precision balanced, then true it up so it won't leave skip marks on the journal. On a single
cylinder crankshaft, clamp one of the main journals in the first chuck, then clamp the other main
journal in the second chuck to make sure the crankshaft is perfectly centered in the first chuck,
then loosen the second chuck and move it away from the crankshaft. Firmly tighten the chuck s.
Relocate the first chuck for a single cylinder crankshaft or relocate both chucks for a multiple
journal crankshaft off-center according to the crankshaft's stroke. Set up the dial indicator , and
position it's lever on the 1 journal. Rotate the crankshaft slowly by hand until the lowest area on
the journal shows on the dial indicator and then zero in the dial indicator. If it's a multiple
journal crankshaft, position the steady rest in the center main journal to prevent flexing of the
crankshaft when grinding. Slowly and very carefully grind each journal to the next undersize
until it's within. But the grinder machinist needs to stop midway of grinding and carefully
measure the journal s with a micrometer the dial or digital calipers are not as accurate from time
to time so the journal s will grind within specs. Once metal is removed, it's hard to replace. But
welding a journal and then grinding it can be very expensive! And the crankshaft's stroke may
not be the same because due to the build-up of welding, it'll be hard to find the true centerline of
the journal. Back the stone away, and finish polishing the journal with a crankshaft polisher.
The polishing process will remove the roughness of the grinding stone and about. If an engine
is going to run no faster than 4, RPM either for general lawn and garden use or competition
pulling , then it should be safe to have a worn rod journal reground on the high side. The
grinder person will grind the journal s as follows:. The grinder person will then grind the journal
s as follows:. The additional. NOTE: If the word RACE is written on a crank for additional oil
clearance, some crank grinders will still grind a journal on the low side and add an additional.
Which will make the journal. So RACE should only be used on a journal that's going to be
reground on the high side , which will provide the same clearance as having a journal reground
on the low side. And by the way - the additional. The heat-treating or hardening process that
Kohler use on the rod journal area obviously goes deep into the crank. Because it's been
proven that when the journal is ground for an undersize bearing insert, a. Myself and many
other pullers use undersize bearing inserts in our pulling tractors, and I have no problems with
the crank journal wearing whatsoever. Heck, I've been using a. Most crank journals wear
because of dirty motor oil or the wrong viscosity of oil is used. Not because of "soft metal" in
the journal. Actually, the bearing material is not supposed to make contact with the crank
journal. They're supposed to be kept separate by clean motor oil. And as far as cast iron Kohler
crankshafts breaking is concerned, an undersize journal shouldn't make a cast crank break. I've
always seen them break next to the journal, not in the journal area. As with anything,
crankshafts break because something makes them break. By the way, a crank journal that's
been turned. It works. If you have a crankshaft that's made for a special purpose, and it has a
worn. Here's one place who can do this for you: Big 2 Engine Rebuilders, Inc. Ask for Pete
Bloss. Stroking a Stock-Stroke Crankshaft - Virtually any machine shop that regrind crankshafts
can weld up the rod journal and regrind it to give it a slightly longer stroke. But keep in mind if
thinking of doing this, that if using a stock-length connecting rod with a stock
compression-height piston, the piston will pop out of the cylinder half the distance that was
added to the stroke on the crank journal. The piston could hit the cylinder head. Also, grinding
the center of the [stock] camshaft may be required for clearance of the connecting rod swing
due to the longer stroke. And notching of the cylinder wall on each side of the rod swing for
clearance may be required to prevent the rod from striking the lower part of the cylinder wall.
Finally, the oil dipper on the rod cap may need to be shortened to prevent it from hitting the

bottom of the oil pan. But if building a stock engine at 4, RPM for more power and torque, it'll be
better and less cost effective to use a stock stroke crankshaft, and install a reground low-RPM
torque cam to give the engine a little more muscle. Performing a performance valve job to
increase the air flow and milling of the head will help the engine to pump out a few more ponies,
too. Remove burnt aluminum
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and polish journal to shiny finish. I chuck the crankshaft in my big metal lathe, turn it on slow
and use my crankshaft polisher with a belt sander to remove the burnt aluminum. This works
great until the aluminum is gone, but sometimes the journal is scored or worn. Then it require
regrinding to the next undersize. If it's not scored or worn, then it can be reused as is. But if it is
worn, an undersize rod and possibly one with a bearing insert is required. If it does need
regrinding, then there's no charge for cleaning it. Regrind journal crank pin to next undersize.
NOTE: Kohler crankshafts can be reground to. And all crankshafts, rather if they're automotive
or small engine, are checked for straightness before grinding. If they're bent or twisted,
sometimes they can be straightened. I also do offset crankshaft grinding to increase the length
of the stroke at no extra charge. NOTE: Once installed and in operation, there is no warranty or
guarantee of any kind on crankshaft regrinds.

